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I. BACKGROUND 

A. History and Mission of the Texas Forensic Science Commission 

In May 2005, the Texas Legislature created the Texas Forensic Science Commission 

(“TFSC” or “Commission”) by passing House Bill 1068 (the “Act”).  The Act amended the 

Code of Criminal Procedure to add Article 38.01, which describes the composition and 

authority of the TFSC.  See Act of May 30, 2005, 79th Leg., R.S., ch. 1224, § 1, 2005.  The 

Act took effect on September 1, 2005.  Id. at § 23. 

The Act requires the TFSC to “investigate, in a timely manner, any allegation of 

professional negligence or misconduct that would substantially affect the integrity of the 

results of a forensic analysis conducted by an accredited laboratory, facility or entity.”  TEX. 

CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.01 § 4(a)(3).  The Act also requires the TFSC to develop and 

implement a reporting system through which accredited laboratories, facilities, or entities 

may report professional negligence or misconduct, and require all laboratories, facilities, or 

entities that conduct forensic analyses to report professional negligence or misconduct to the 

Commission.  Id. at § 4(a)(1)-(2). 

The term “forensic analysis” is defined as a medical, chemical, toxicological, 

ballistic, or other examination or test performed on physical evidence, including DNA 

evidence, for the purpose of determining the connection of the evidence to a criminal action.  

Id. at art. 38.35(4).  The statute excludes certain types of analyses from the “forensic 

analysis” definition, such as latent fingerprint analysis, a breath test specimen, and the 

portion of an autopsy conducted by a medical examiner or licensed physician.1 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 For complete list of statutory exclusions, see TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.35(a)(4)(A)-(F) & (f). 
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The statute does not define the terms “professional negligence” and “professional 

misconduct,” though the Commission has defined those terms in its policies and procedures.  

(TFSC Policies & Procedures at 1.2.)  The Commission also released additional guidance for 

accredited crime laboratories regarding the categories of nonconformance that may require 

mandatory self-reporting; this guidance is provided with the self-disclosure form located on 

the Commission’s website at http://www.fsc.state.tx.us/documents/LABD.pdf. 

The FSC has nine members—four appointed by the Governor, three by the Lieutenant 

Governor and two by the Attorney General.  Id. at art. 38.01 § 3.  Seven of the nine 

commissioners are scientists and two are attorneys (one prosecutor and one criminal defense 

attorney).  Id.  The TFSC’s presiding officer is designated by the Governor.  Id. at § 3(c). 

  The TFSC’s policies and procedures set forth the process by which it determines 

whether to accept a complaint, as well as the process used to conduct an investigation once a 

complaint is accepted.  (See TFSC Policies & Procedures at § 3.0, 4.0.)  The ultimate result 

of an investigation is the issuance of a final report.  Id. 

B. Attorney General Opinion No. GA-0866  

On January 28, 2011, the Commission asked Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott to 

respond to three questions regarding the scope of its jurisdiction under its enabling statute 

(TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC., art. 38.01).  Interested parties submitted briefs on the legal issues 

contained in the opinion request.  On July 29, 2011, the Attorney General issued the 

following legal guidance: 

1. The TFSC lacks authority to take any action with respect to evidence tested or 
offered into evidence before September 1, 2005.  Though the TFSC has 
general authority to investigate allegations arising from incidents that 
occurred prior to September 1, 2005, it is prohibited, in the course of any such 
investigation, from considering or evaluating evidence that was tested or 
offered into evidence before that date. 
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2. The TFSC’s investigative authority is limited to laboratories, facilities, or 
entities that were accredited by the Texas Department of Public Safety 
(“DPS”) at the time the analysis took place. 

3. The Commission may investigate a field of forensic science that is neither 
expressly included nor expressly excluded on DPS’ list of accredited forensic 
disciplines, as long as the forensic field meets the statute’s definition of 
“forensic analysis” (See Article 38.35 of the Act) and the other statutory 
requirements are satisfied.  

The Commission’s review of the Austin Police Department Crime Laboratory 

(“APDCL”) complaint falls within its statutory jurisdiction as set forth in the Opinion for the 

following reasons: (1) the forensic analyses under review occurred after the effective date of 

the Act; (2) APDCL is accredited by DPS; and (3) controlled substance analysis is a DPS-

accredited forensic discipline.  Any subset of allegations made within the broader APDCL 

complaint falling outside the scope of the Commission’s jurisdiction are noted herein. 

C. Limitations of this Report 

No finding contained herein constitutes a comment upon the guilt or innocence of any 

individual.  A final report by the TFSC is not prima facie evidence of the information or 

findings contained in the report.  TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.01 § 4 (e); FSC Policies and 

Procedures § 4.0 (d).  The Commission does not have enforcement or rulemaking authority 

under its statute.  The information it receives during any investigation is dependent upon the 

willingness of concerned parties to submit relevant documents and respond to questions 

posed.  The information gathered has not been subjected to the standards for admission of 

evidence in a courtroom.  For example, no individual testified under oath, was limited by 

either the Texas or Federal Rules of Evidence (e.g., against the admission of hearsay) or was 

subjected to formal cross-examination under the supervision of a judge.  The primary 

purpose of this report is to encourage the development of forensic science in Texas.  
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II. SUMMARY OF COMPLAINT AND KEY FACTS 

A. Complaint History 

The complaints in this case are related to concerns raised by two parties regarding the 

integrity and reliability of the forensic analysis performed by the drug chemistry section of 

the Austin Police Department Crime Laboratory (“APDCL”).  The first complaint was 

submitted by Debra Stephens, a former employee of the drug chemistry section of the Austin 

Police Department Crime Laboratory (“APDCL”) and the second by Integrated Forensic 

Laboratories, Inc. (“IFL”) a private accredited laboratory in Euless, Texas that worked three 

cases for defense counsel behind the APDCL.  Because the complaints involve concerns 

regarding the same forensic discipline in the laboratory, the Commission consolidated them 

for purposes of this report.  However, the issues raised by Ms. Stephens are independent from 

concerns raised by IFL.  Each complaint is reviewed in turn below.   

1. Complaint Filed by Debra Stephens 

On December 27, 2011, Debra Stephens, a former employee in the drug chemistry 

section of the APDCL, submitted a letter to Travis County District Attorney Rosemary 

Lehmberg, in which she raised significant concerns about APD controlled substance cases 

“being analyzed without regard to proper laboratory procedures and without regard to 

policies required under the accreditation inspection guidelines.”  In the letter, Ms. Stephens 

cited 23 specific cases in which she alleged results were issued without regard to laboratory 

procedure.  (See Exhibit A.) 

Ms. Stephens previously filed a complaint with the Commission in April 2011, 

outlining various broad-based quality concerns and personnel issues, which she argued led to 

her wrongful termination.  On September 8, 2011, the Commission dismissed Ms. Stephens’ 
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original complaint because it did not specify an allegation of negligence or misconduct that 

would substantially affect the integrity of the results of a forensic analysis conducted by the 

laboratory, as required by the Commission’s enabling statute. 

On January 13, 2012, the Commission voted to re-open Complaint #11-07, in light of 

the new information submitted by the complainant to the Travis County District Attorney in 

December 2011.  On March 9, 2012, Ms. Stephens submitted an additional letter describing 

concerns regarding the laboratory, including allegations regarding laboratory security and 

alleged cheating on a proficiency exam.  (See Exhibit B.)  On February 28, 2012, she 

submitted responses to a DPS audit and statements made by the APDCL manager during a 

TFSC Complaint Screening Committee meeting.  (See Exhibit C.)  The Commission also 

solicited feedback from the APDCL regarding the allegations filed by Ms. Stephens.  (See 

Exhibit D.)  

2.  Complaint Filed by IFL Laboratories, Inc. 

In February 2012, Commission staff received a copy of an email sent by IFL to 

ASCLD-LAB Executive Director Ralph Keaton raising serious concerns regarding court-

ordered re-testing of three APD controlled substance cases.  (See Exhibit E.).  Commission 

staff requested that IFL submit a complaint form so the issues raised could be reviewed 

formally by the Commission.  IFL submitted a complaint form on February 8, 2012.  IFL was 

hired by defense counsel in three cases to conduct independent testing of controlled 

substance evidence worked by the APD lab.  IFL expressed the following concerns regarding 

the three cases:  

(1) Crack cocaine case (IFL 1108165/APD L10-12068): IFL alleged that APDCL’s 

results were inconsistent with previous results reported by the laboratory and also 
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inconsistent with results reported by IFL.  IFL also expressed concern that APDCL did not 

appear to have conducted an investigation when a significant difference in weight was noted 

from initial testing in October 2010 to subsequent testing in August 2011.  IFL expressed 

doubt that a 42% reduction in evidence weight could be attributable to degradation of the 

sample over time, specifically the breakdown of cocaine base to benzoylecognine. 

(2) Marihuana/Tetrahydrocannabinols case (IFL Case # 1111143/APD #L-1013202):  

Immediately after finishing the crack cocaine case, IFL received another case reported by  

APDCL.  The lab reported the evidence as material other than marihuana containing 

tetrahydrocannabinols.  In Texas, this category is a PG1 group and carries a stiffer penalty 

compared to marihuana, a PG3 group.  On re-examination of this case, IFL determined the 

material was comprised almost entirely of cystolithic trichomes, non-cystolithic trichomes, 

and glandular trichomes.   IFL raised concerns regarding the discrepancy between reporting 

“marihuana” vs. “material other than marihuana containing tetrahydrocannabinols.”  Initially, 

IFL was concerned the discrepant results indicated the material may not have been properly 

examined by APDCL.  After learning about differences in the way crime laboratories in 

Texas report material with these characteristics (differences not attributable to laboratory 

error), IFL asked the Commission for guidance and further clarification regarding the two 

categories to encourage consistency from laboratory to laboratory across Texas. 

(3) IFL Case #XXXXXXXX (redacted case number/pending criminal case):  IFL 

received a court-ordered request to re-weigh a large number of MDMA tablets.  However, 

APDCL cut the tablets in half and sent only half of the tablets to IFL.  APDCL claims 

standard operating procedure was to retain half of the exhibit, in case there is a disagreement 

with the defense laboratory regarding results.  IFL asserted this was inconsistent with the 
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court order and the prior practice of APDCL, and IFL was unable re-weigh the tablets per the 

court order because only half of the evidence was sent. 

  On April 13, 2012, the Commission voted to include the IFL concerns in its review 

of Ms. Stephens’ complaint.  APDCL submitted a response to IFL’s allegations on February 

15, 2012.  (See Exhibit F.) 

III. INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES 

Due to the potentially serious nature of the allegations raised in this complaint, this 

investigation involved the Department of Public Safety and the TFSC at the state level, as 

well as ASCLD-LAB, the APDCL’s national accrediting body.  Involvement by DPS was 

limited to an initial audit of documentation for the 23 cases cited by Ms. Stephens in her 

complaint, though the TFSC kept DPS apprised of further investigative work due to DPS’ 

role as the statewide accrediting authority for APDCL.  The TFSC and ASCLD-LAB 

conducted independent investigations of the APDCL because the objectives of ASCLD-LAB 

and the TFSC are distinct.  While ASCLD-LAB focuses on measuring APDCL compliance 

with its own standard operating procedures and applicable accreditation standards, the TFSC 

is charged with reviewing and assessing allegations of negligence and misconduct, and 

recommending re-analysis and corrective action as necessary to ensure the public trust in the 

integrity and reliability of work performed by the APDCL.  To minimize disruption in the 

laboratory, the TFSC and ASCLD-LAB conducted on-site interviews of analysts and lab 

management during the same two-day window from June 7-8, 2012. 

A. Initial Review: DPS Audit of Cases Raised in Stephens Complaint 

In January 2011, Travis County Assistant District Attorney Buddy Meyer asked the 

Deputy Director of the Department of Public Safety to conduct an audit of the 23 cases cited 
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by Ms. Stephens in her complaint.  DPS complied with the request.  On January 30, 2012, 

Deputy Director Pat Johnson issued a final report for these cases.  (See Exhibit G.) 

The scope of DPS’ review was limited to examination of documents contained in the 

case file to ensure the data supported the conclusions reached in the laboratory reports.  DPS 

concluded that the preliminary results were supported by subsequent laboratory testing in all 

but one case.  The exception was case L-1000034, in which the compound originally reported 

to the officer (quetiapine) was determined in supplemental testing not to be present.  Id.  

However, this compound was not a controlled substance and therefore did not impact the 

outcome of the criminal case. 

However, of the 23 cases examined, there were seven in which the preliminary results 

were issued to the officer but not recorded in the lab’s electronic system (LIMS) until after 

the report was issued.  Handwritten notes used to conduct the preliminary testing in this 

group of cases were disposed of once the data was entered in the LIMS and thus are not 

available in the case file. 

Of the 23 cases, five involved marihuana samples (L-0900075, L-0900078, L-

0905372, L-1001182, L-1001185), one involved cocaine (items #1-10 on case L-10001183) 

and one involved phencyclidine (L-1006342). 

In all other cases, either the data was entered into the LIMS before preliminary results 

were issued to the officer or the GC/MS run shows the instrumental analysis was performed 

before the preliminary results were issued to the officer. 

DPS also noted that in eight of the cases, while sufficient analytical data was recorded 

before release of preliminary results, the weights of the exhibits on which the preliminary 
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results were issued were not recorded in the LIMS until after the preliminary results were 

released. 

DPS concluded that for cases in which preliminary results and weights were issued to 

the officer but not recorded until later, the lab did not meet ASCLD-LAB Legacy 

accreditation standard 1.4.2.16 requiring the generation and maintenance of records to 

support conclusions. 

On October 15, 2010, the APD crime lab officially suspended the practice of 

providing preliminary results to officers.  The practice occurred over a two-year period from 

2008-2010, and involved 534 cases.  (See Exhibit D.) 

B. TFSC Investigation 

1. Statutory Requirement for Written Report 
 

An investigation under the TFSC’s enabling statute “must include the preparation of a 

written report that identifies and also describes the methods and procedures used to identify: 

(A) the alleged negligence or misconduct; (B) whether the negligence or misconduct 

occurred; and (C) any corrective action required of the laboratory, facility, or entity.”  TEX. 

CODE CRIM. PROC. Art. 38.091 at 4(a)(3)(b)(1).  A TFSC investigation may include one or 

more: (A) retrospective reexaminations of other forensic analyses conducted by the 

laboratory, facility, or entity that may involve the same kind of negligence or misconduct; 

and (B) follow-up evaluations of the laboratory, facility, or entity to review: (i) the 

implementation of any corrective action required . . . . ; or (ii) the conclusion of any 

retrospective reexamination under paragraph (A).  Id. at 4(a)(3)(b)(2). 
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2. TFSC Investigative Methods and Procedures 
 

In accordance with TFSC Policies and Procedures §4.0, after the TFSC votes to 

accept a complaint for investigation, the TFSC Chair nominates three Commissioners to an 

investigative panel subject to the approval of the full TFSC.  The panel coordinates the 

complaint investigation.  At the TFSC’s April 13, 2012 quarterly meeting, members voted to 

establish an investigative panel for the APD disclosure consisting of Mr. Richard Alpert 

(Chair), Dr. Jeffrey Barnard, and Dr. Jean Hampton.    

The TFSC’s investigation consisted of four main phases: (1) document collection; (2) 

document review; (3) interviews of the complainant, laboratory personnel and management; 

and (4) retrospective re-examination of evidence.  Commission staff also consulted 

extensively with the Executive Director of ASCLD-LAB and the Deputy Assistant Director 

of DPS, and maintained periodic contact with the Travis County District Attorney’s Office 

and the complainant.  

a. Document Collection and Review 

Commission staff began collecting and reviewing documents in December 2011.  The 

APDCL was responsive and provided requested documents in a timely manner.  From 

December 2011 to the writing of this report, Commission staff reviewed thousands of pages 

of documents provided by APDCL, the complainants (Ms. Stephens and IFL) and DPS, and 

made numerous follow-up inquiries to documents received.   

b. Interviews of Complainant, APDCL Analysts and Management 

On May 11, 2012, Commission General Counsel Lynn Robitaille and Commission 

Coordinator Leigh Tomlin met with the complainant, Debra Stephens, to review the 

substance of her complaint.  This meeting assisted staff in preparing a list of questions for the 
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on-site interviews, and provided the complainant with an opportunity to explain her concerns 

in greater detail.   

On June 7-8, 2012, Commissioner Richard Alpert, General Counsel Lynn Robitaille 

and Patti Williams, a controlled substance subject-matter expert and case manager from 

ASCLD-LAB, traveled to the APDCL to meet with analysts and management regarding the 

issues raised by the complaints.  The investigative team toured the laboratory, conducted 

interviews with each analyst, and spent extensive time reviewing cases at random in LIMS.  

Observations from the site visit are discussed in detail below.  The team met with the 

following employees during the course of the two days: Lab Manager William Gibbens, 

Quality Manager Tony Arnold, Section Supervisor Gloria Rodriguez; Senior Analyst Glen 

Harbison; Analyst Ralph Salazar; Analyst Chris Kiyak; Analyst Quynh Nguyen; and Analyst 

Katherine Sanchez. 

c. Case Re-Examination by NMS Labs 

At the April 13, 2012 meeting, the Commission determined the most prudent course 

of action would be to re-test evidence in the 23 cases cited by Ms. Stephens in her complaint.  

After the meeting, the APDCL investigative panel researched various options for re-testing 

the evidence.  DPS Deputy Director Pat Johnson requested that DPS not be sent the evidence 

because the agency is overloaded with other cases.  The panel then sought the assistance of 

the United States Drug Enforcement Agency’s (“DEA”) Southwestern regional lab in Dallas.  

Though the laboratory director was extremely receptive to assisting the Commission, he was 

required to consult his supervisors at DEA headquarters in Washington, D.C.  The DEA 

Chief Counsel’s Office denied the Commission’s request for assistance with re-testing, citing 

a general policy against performing such services.  Commission staff requested a letter from 
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the Chief Counsel’s Office that would explain the policy, but were informed that a letter 

would not be provided.  

The panel then researched other laboratories on the DPS accreditation list and 

determined that NMS Labs in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania would be a strong choice due to 

the timeliness with which it is able to conduct re-testing and its independent location outside 

of Texas.  APDCL agreed with this approach and APD leadership agreed to pay for the re-

testing.  The Travis County District Attorney’s Office also supported re-testing.  NMS Labs 

re-tested all non-marihuana evidence in the cases cited by Ms. Stephens in her complaint.  In 

every case, the re-testing confirmed the identification of the controlled substance(s) 

originally reported.  (See Exhibit H.)   

3. ASCLD-LAB Investigation  

ASCLD-LAB conducted investigations of both the Stephens and IFL complaints.  As 

stated above, the June 7-8, 2012 onsite visit by the Commission was conducted 

collaboratively with Patti Williams, the ASCLD-LAB case manager assigned to the 

investigation.  Ms. Williams released two reports to the ASCLD-LAB Board addressing the 

IFL and Stephens complaints, respectively.   

The Executive Director of ASCLD-LAB released a report addressing issues raised by 

IFL on June 1, 2012.  (See Exhibit I.)  The Board concluded the following:  

(1) With respect to IFL’s concerns regarding the crack cocaine case, the 
differences reported by the analysts are explainable but were not 
appropriately detailed in the case file documentation. 
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(2) With respect to the “marihuana” vs. “tetrahydrocannabinols” analysis 
discrepancy, the ASCLD-LAB Board concluded the analyst did not 
sufficiently document the observations made during examination so that a 
subsequent examiner could follow the rationale used to reach the 
conclusion stated in the report.  The Board also noted there may be a need 
for legal clarification as to what constitutes marihuana and/or 
tetrahydrocannabinols in Texas.  

 
(3) With respect to the third allegation, the Board concluded that compliance 

(or lack thereof) with a court order is a legal interpretation issue and does 
not fall within the purview of ASCLD-LAB.   
 

On July 24, 2012, the ASCLD-LAB Executive Director issued a draft report 

addressing issues raised by Ms. Stephens.  (See Exhibit J.) On October 4, 2012, the ASCLD-

LAB Board finalized the draft report and closed its investigation.  The report concluded that 

the APDCL’s prior practice—suspended in October 2010—of discarding handwritten notes 

generated during preliminary testing after entry of the information into the LIMS system, 

failed to comply with the requirements of criterion 1.4.2.16 of the ASCLD-LAB Legacy 

program.  However, the Board concluded that the allegations raised by Ms. Stephens 

regarding erroneous results leading to false filing of charges by detectives and prosecutors, as 

well as allegations that results were released to law enforcement without appropriate 

examination and supporting data, were without merit.  Though the Board concluded these 

allegations were without merit, Ms. Williams prepared a document for the laboratory entitled 

“Opportunities for Improvement,” highlighting various areas in which the laboratory can 

improve its procedures and documentation.  In addition, the ASCLD-LAB Board requested 

that APDCL provide a random sampling of case files in other forensic disciplines to ensure 

the suspended preliminary result practice discussed herein does not exist in other disciplines. 
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IV. TFSC OBSERVATIONS 

A. Complaint Filed by Debra Stephens 

The Commission’s site visit on June 7-8, 2012 focused primarily on the allegations 

cited in Ms. Stephens’ complaint, including the subsequent letter she sent on March 9, 2012 

raising concerns regarding laboratory security, alleged cheating on a proficiency exam and 

the erroneous quetiapine result identified by DPS during its audit.  A summary of 

observations made by the Commission is set forth below. 

As a threshold matter, TFSC investigative team found the APDCL drug section 

analysts to be credible, open and for forthcoming throughout the course of the site visit.  

Management was also cooperative, providing unfettered access to the LIMS system for 

random audits and tracking down follow-up information to every request made by either the 

TFSC or ASCLD-LAB.  Management stated on numerous occasions that they welcomed the 

visit because it gave them the opportunity to learn and to make improvements.  When 

ASCLD-LAB or the TFSC pointed out non-conformances or concerns regarding issues cited 

in Ms. Stephens’ complaint, management was receptive and took responsibility for the 

issues. 

The subject areas discussed below emerged during the course of the on-site 

interviews.  Though they do not rise to the level of negligence or misconduct as defined in 

the Commission’s policies and procedures, in some cases they constitute ASCLD-LAB non-

conformances, and in all cases they represent opportunities for improvement in the 

laboratory.     
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1. Discarding Notes From Rush Cases 

From 2008-2010, the APDCL drug chemistry section engaged in a practice of 

communicating rush results to officers on weekends when information was needed 

immediately to file charges pursuant to statutory requirements in misdemeanor and felony 

cases.  During this period, the APDCL did not have a documented procedure regarding the 

minimum data needed to release preliminary results, methods for communicating those 

results, or the retention of documentation used during the process of generating the results.  

Standard operating procedures simply provided that preliminary reports may be 

administratively reviewed by the analyst if stated explicitly in the preliminary report.  

Analysts followed a one-page preliminary result template containing the drug’s identity and 

weight.  The template was issued to the requesting officer until a final report was generated 

in the LIMS system.  The Travis County District Attorney’s office did not receive these 

preliminary results, and thus took no action based on them. 

After issuing the preliminary report in a rush case, the analyst would return to work 

(typically on a Monday) and conduct the remaining required testing before issuing a final 

report.  The final case record typically includes (as applicable) the preliminary result, a 

matrix worksheet (describing evidence, weights, color test results, instrumental techniques 

and conclusions) data generated by the instrument, laboratory reports and documentation of 

technical and administrative review. 

During interviews, it was clear that before APDCL suspended the policy of issuing 

draft reports to officers in rush cases in October 2010, a senior APDCL analyst engaged in 

the practice of writing results down at the time he conducted a rush analysis and throwing his 

notes away after entering the information into the LIMS system later in the week.  A review 
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of LIMS data for each case cited by Ms. Stephens in her complaint indicated this practice 

was isolated to one currently employed analyst.  He is the most senior analyst in the 

laboratory apart from the section supervisor, and he was often called in to perform rush 

analyses on weekend.  When asked why he would throw his notes away, he explained it was 

a “bad habit” he had developed during the transition to a paperless system, but he 

understands why it is a violation of ASCLD-LAB Legacy standard 1.4.2.16 and no longer 

engages in this practice.  He also explained that for a period of time, analysts who worked 

rush cases on weekends did not receive any overtime pay.  They typically performed the 

minimum amount of testing required to feel comfortable issuing a result to an officer, leaving 

the remaining confirmatory analyses for the following workweek.   

As previously stated, the discarding of notes taken in rush cases upon entering 

information in the LIMS violated standard 1.4.2.16 of the ASCLD-LAB Legacy Program.  

While the analyst’s explanation may be an honest description of the laboratory environment 

at the time, it is not an adequate justification for the APDCL’s failure to comply with the 

ASCLD-LAB Legacy standard.  A discussion of the Commission’s deliberations regarding 

alleged professional negligence as applied to these facts is set forth below. 

2. Substitution of Laboratory Standards for Actual Evidence 

One of the points made by the Ms. Stephens was that the analyst who threw his notes 

away also had access to the locked drug standards and could have used those standards in 

rush cases for which he was unable to make a positive identification.  The investigative team 

asked every analyst whether there was any indication of this behavior at any point during the 

analyst’s tenure.  Each analyst vehemently (and credibly) denied they would ever pull from a 

drug standard to make a positive identification.  Results from NMS re-testing support the 
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assertion that drug standards were not used, since each piece of evidence tested was 

confirmed as consistent with the original APDCL report.   

When asked whether officers ever pressure analysts to achieve certain test results, the 

analysts admitted they occasionally receive pressure and/or criticism from police 

investigators when the lab results do not turn out the way the investigator had hoped.  

Analysts consistently stated this dynamic arises about once or twice per year.  However, each 

analyst was firm in his or her resolve not to be swayed by pressure from law enforcement.  

They also felt laboratory management supports them in resisting pressure on those rare 

occasions.  The Commission emphasizes the importance of independence in any crime 

laboratory setting. As set forth in ASCLD-LAB’s Guiding Principles of Professional 

Responsibility for Crime Laboratories and Forensic Scientists, forensic analysis must be 

based on “the evidence and reference material relevant to the evidence, not on extraneous 

information, political pressure, or other outside influences.”  (See Exhibit L at 31.)  

3. Technical Review 

While reviewing various cases in LIMS, the investigative team noticed the senior 

analyst referenced above had performed technical review on some of his own cases.  Ms. 

Williams noted to management that this constitutes a non-conformance under ASCLD-LAB 

standards.  The investigative team asked the quality manager why the LIMS permits an 

analyst to tech review his own cases.  He explained there is a function in the system to 

prevent this but the lab disabled it to accommodate the review process in the DNA section, 

where each analyst is required to conduct a review of his or her own case in addition to 

review by another qualified analyst.  As a result of this observation, APDCL management 

worked with the LIMS provider to remedy the issue within the LIMS system.  All cases in 
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which the analyst performed his own technical review were re-reviewed by other analysts.  It 

is important to note that APDCL policy only requires technical review in 75% of cases, and 

the laboratory met that threshold notwithstanding the non-conformances described here 

4. Proficiency Test  

One of the complaints noted by Ms. Stephens in her March 9, 2012 correspondence is 

that an analyst in the laboratory was allowed to change the results of her proficiency test after 

having submitted the test to the section supervisor.  The analyst is no longer employed by the 

laboratory.  During on site interviews, the section supervisor explained the analyst requested 

her test back before either administrative review or technical review had been completed.  

Because neither review had been completed, the supervisor was not concerned by the 

request.  She provided the case folder back to the analyst but not the test sample.  

After reviewing the audit trail for the test, it appears the analyst did change her 

proficiency test result.  The correct answer for the test was “no controlled substances” for one 

sample and “hydrocodone” for the second sample.  On May 14, 2010, the analyst initially 

submitted results indicating “no controlled substance” for both samples.  The analyst released 

a final report for the proficiency test in question on May 26, 2010.  In that final report, she 

changed the result for one of the test samples from “no controlled substance” to 

“hydrocodone.”  

ASCLD-LAB reviewed APDCL policies and procedures related to proficiency 

testing.  Though the procedure does not state that independent analysis is a responsibility of 

each examiner during proficiency testing, analysts all expressed their understanding that 

proficiency tests should be worked independently.  Every examiner denied providing 

assistance to the examiner in question or speaking with the examiner in question regarding 
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the proficiency test.  ASCLD-LAB concluded that laboratory procedure does not prohibit 

changes to proficiency exam results before technical and administrative review, as occurred 

in this situation.  Because this allegation is beyond the scope of the Commission’s 

jurisdiction as set forth in the Attorney General’s Opinion, the Commission refers readers to 

pages 7-8 of ASCLD-LAB’s report at Exhibit J for additional information. 

5. Incorrect Preliminary Results Identified by DPS Audit 

As stated above, DPS noted an error in the issuance of preliminary results for one 

non-controlled substance (quetiapine) in case L10-00034.  Quetiapine was erroneously 

identified by the analyst as a result of carryover from a case sample previously run by 

another analyst.  The analyst informed the supervisor of the issue, and the error was 

communicated to the officer on January 6, 2010.  Evidence in the case file demonstrates the 

examiner documented the sequence of events appropriately, informed her supervisor, notified 

the office and retained appropriate records.  The analyst recalled the case in question during 

the interview and explained the process she engaged in to correct the error, inform her 

supervisor and the officer who submitted the evidence for testing.  In its report, ASCLD-

LAB observed that the laboratory missed an opportunity to use the event to create awareness 

about the challenges of analyzing quetiapine and its retention on the instrument (See Exhibit 

J at 8-10.) 

6. Laboratory Security Policy Concerns 

In her March 9, 2012 letter, Ms. Stephens described an incident in 2010 in which the 

APDCL’s Quality Manager used another analyst’s key to gain access to the drug chemistry 

section.  While the Quality Manager was authorized to access the area, he did not have a 

personal key card for the section at the time (this issue has since been remedied).  Employees 
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are responsible for maintaining access cards in a secure manager; using a fellow employee’s 

access card is prohibited under APDCL policy.  The Commission refers readers to page 6-7 

of ASCLD-LAB’s report at Exhibit J, as this allegation is beyond the scope of the 

Commission’s jurisdiction as set forth in the Attorney General’s Opinion. 

7. Analyst Storage of Old Samples 

Another allegation by Ms. Stephens is that one of the analysts stored samples of drugs 

that were received by the lab over the years in his personal work area.  The analyst admitted 

this was true but it happened years ago (around 2002).  He would collect unusual samples he 

had been given during a period when he worked for the county medical examiner.  At one 

point before the laboratory moved into its new facility, he and the quality manager boxed the 

samples and sent them to evidence destruction.  There is no documentation regarding the 

disposal.  Ms. Williams agreed this was a somewhat common practice in laboratories before 

accreditation, but that today it would be unacceptable.  This incident falls outside the scope 

of the Commission’s jurisdiction as it occurred before September 1, 2005. 

8. Strengthening of Case File Documentation  

Throughout the course of the two-day visit it was apparent that though APDCL 

examiners were competent, credible and performed forensic analyses that met expected 

standards of the discipline, case file documentation and/or standard operating procedure did 

not always adequately explain in written form the rationales used for making certain 

determinations.  One example is in the case of marihuana analysis, as outlined in detail by 

ASCLD-LAB in its report.  (See Exhibit I at pages 10-11.)  The investigative team 

emphasized the fact that as APDCL transitions to ISO accreditation, attention to detail will 
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become even more important.  Management agreed and expressed their willingness to make 

the necessary improvements. 

B.  IFL Complaint  

1. Crack Cocaine Case 

The first IFL allegation related to a discrepancy in the results of a forensic analysis 

performed on crack cocaine.  On October 7, 2010, an APDCL analyst generated a report on a 

substance described as “off-white rocks” with the result being cocaine, 15.24 grams net.  The 

case notes referred to the rocks as “moist.”  The evidence was stored in the APD property 

room from November 2010 until August 9, 2011.  On August 9, 2011, the evidence was 

pulled for viewing by defense counsel.  At that point, the evidence previously described as 

“off-white rocks” had turned into “brown liquid sludge.”  Defense counsel and the Travis 

County District Attorney’s office agreed to a re-analysis by APDCL.  A second analyst 

generated a report indicating the presence of benzoylecognine, 8.65 grams (42% less than 

what was previously reported.)  The case notes of the second analyst clearly document the 

presence of both benzoylecognine and cocaine, but only benzoylecognine was reported.  

Defense counsel then requested re-testing by IFL.  On September 12, 2011, IFL generated a 

report with the result being cocaine, 4.90 grams. 

IFL was concerned that cocaine was not reported by APDCL after the second test.  

IFL was also concerned that APDCL did not appear to investigate the loss in weight of the 

evidence from October 2010 to August 2011.   

As ASCLD-LAB stated in its report (See Exhibit I), “reference literature and 

Technical Advisory Committee input support that cocaine base will break down to 

benzoylecognine and the exiting moistness may have accelerated the breakdown.  Though 
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the second analyst reported benzoylecognine only, he clearly documented the presence of 

cocaine in the case file.  He was not tasked with a special request such as ‘confirm the 

presence of cocaine,’ and his testing proceeded with the analytical scheme used for normal 

casework.”  Commissioners agree that the reference literature supports the breakdown of 

crack cocaine into benzoylecognine, resulting in a potentially dramatic loss in weight in some 

circumstances.  The likelihood of weight loss is enhanced if the sample is moist, as was the 

situation in this case.  (Id.)    

APDCL did not have sufficient detail in the case file to describe the discrepancy 

between the original report (positive for cocaine) and the second report (positive for 

benzoylecognine) or to describe the loss in weight from the first test to the second.  This is an 

example of an area in which APDCL can make improvements in case documentation, so that 

a subsequent examiner who picks up the case folder understands the rationale employed. 

2. Marihuana/Tetrahydrocannabinols Case  

IFL’s second allegation relates to a discrepancy between the reporting of a piece of 

evidence as “tetrahydrocannabinols” by APDCL and “marihuana” by IFL.  ASCLD-LAB 

concluded the APDCL analyst did not sufficiently document observations made during the 

examination of the sample in question to allow another analyst to know what had been 

observed as required by ASCLD-LAB Legacy standard 1.4.2.16.  ASCLD-LAB also 

concluded that APDCL procedures, at the time of the original analysis, did not clearly 

specify the minimum requirements needed to report “tetrahydrocannabinols” vs. 

“marihuana.”   
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Representatives from the ASCLD-LAB Technical Advisory Committee noted this 

particular analysis is becoming more difficult as examiners are faced with distinguishing 

between synthetic tetrahydrocannabinols and plant tetrahydrocannabinols.  Guidelines for 

classifying marihuana in Texas are found in Title 6, Subtitle C, Chapter 481, Subchapter A, 

Section 481.002 of the Health and Safety Code.  (See Exhibit K.)   

ASCLD-LAB believes there may be a need for legal clarification as to what 

constitutes marihuana under Texas law, but did not feel it was appropriate for the accrediting 

body to determine where the line should be drawn.  Commission staff also consulted with 

DPS on the issue, and the DPS Quality Manager suggested that it would be worthwhile to 

convene a task force to look at standardizing the criteria for distinguishing between 

“tetrahydrocannabinols” and “marihuana” in Texas.  Such standardization would contribute 

to a more even-handed application of penalties in Texas.  The Commission discusses 

establishment of a task force on this issue in the recommendation section below. 

3.  MDMA Court Order    

IFL’s final concern involved a perceived failure by APDCL to follow a court order 

instructing that MDMA tablets be released from APDCL to IFL for re-weighing.  APDCL 

cut the tablets in half before sending them to IFL, which made it difficult for IFL to 

determine the weight of the evidence.  The court order states, in pertinent part: “For purposes 

of testing and making a quantitative and qualitative analysis for the percent composition and 

total weight of actual substance, the Travis Co. D.A.’s Office through its agents . . . delivery 

to IFL of: The alleged controlled substances . . . .”  APDCL’s position is that when possible, 

the lab withholds a portion of the evidence in case questions arise later.  Though APDCL will 

release an entire sample when necessary (such as in the case of the brown liquid sludge crack 
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cocaine degradation) its preference is to retain some of the sample wherever possible.  There 

is disagreement between the parties regarding interpretation of the court order. The 

interpretation of a court order falls outside the scope of the Commission’s jurisdiction as 

described in the Attorney General Opinion discussed above. 

V. NEGLIGENCE/MISCONDUCT ANALYSIS 

The Commission’s enabling statute requires it to investigate, in a timely manner, any 

allegation of professional negligence or misconduct that would substantially affect the 

integrity of the results of a forensic analysis conducted by an accredited laboratory, facility, 

or entity.  TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.01 § 4(a)(3).  The term “forensic analysis” means a 

“medical, chemical, toxicologic, ballistic, or other expert examination or test performed on 

physical evidence, including DNA evidence, for the purpose of determining the connection 

of the evidence to a criminal action.  Id. at 38.35 (a)(4). 

While the terms “professional negligence” and “professional misconduct” are not 

defined in the statute, the Commission has defined these terms in its policies and procedures, 

as follows: 

“Professional Misconduct” means, after considering all of the circumstances 
from the actor’s standpoint, the actor, through a material act or omission, 
deliberately failed to follow the standard of practice generally accepted at the 
time of the forensic analysis that an ordinary forensic professional or entity 
would have exercised, and the deliberate act or omission substantially affected 
the integrity of the results of a forensic analysis.  An act or omission was 
deliberate if the actor was aware of and consciously disregarded an accepted 
standard of practice required for a forensic analysis.”  (TFSC Policies & 
Procedures at 1.2.) 
 
“Professional Negligence” means, after considering all of the circumstances 
from the actor’s standpoint, the actor, through a material act or omission, 
negligently failed to follow the standard of practice generally accepted at the 
time of the forensic analysis that an ordinary forensic professional or entity 
would have exercised, and the negligent act or omission substantially affected 
the integrity of the results of a forensic analysis.  An act or omission was 
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negligent if the actor should have been but was not aware of an accepted 
standard of practice required for a forensic analysis.”  (TFSC Policies & 
Procedures at 1.2.) 
 
At its July 27, 2012 meeting, the Commission deliberated regarding a finding of 

negligence or misconduct before instructing staff to draft a report.  Commissioners agreed the 

site visit and case file review did not reveal any evidence of professional misconduct as the 

term is defined in the Commission’s policies and procedures.  The one issue within the 

Commission’s jurisdiction that could rise to the level of professional negligence was the 

discarding of notes by an analyst in rush cases.  However, for negligence to be found, that act 

must “substantially affect the integrity of the results of a forensic analysis,” as the term is 

defined in the statute.  Because the NMS re-testing confirmed the results of the APDCL 

reports, and no report (preliminary or otherwise) was issued externally containing incorrect 

information (or information that would otherwise impact the report’s integrity) 

Commissioners concluded the practice does not meet the definition of professional 

negligence.  However, the Commission recognizes that the practice of discarding notes, 

(regardless of whether the notes are subsequently entered into a laboratory’s electronic case 

management system) does not constitute “best practice” in the forensic discipline.  The 

Commission strongly discourages forensic practitioners in Texas from engaging in this 

practice under any circumstances. 

VI. INVOLVEMENT OF TRAVIS COUNTY D.A. AND DEFENSE BAR 

The Commission stresses the importance of crime laboratory communication with 

affected district attorneys and law enforcement agencies when concerns arise such as those 

described in this report.  In this case, the Travis County District Attorney posted information 

about the complaints on the local defense bar’s blog and contacted individual attorneys in 
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cases for which material concerns were raised.  Throughout the course of the investigation, 

prosecutors in the Travis County District Attorney’s office maintained close contact with the 

Commission, requesting periodic updates to ensure compliance with any disclosure 

obligations to defense counsel under Brady v. Maryland 373 U.S. 83 (1963). District 

attorneys must have sufficient information to understand the nature and scope of material 

nonconformances in a crime laboratory so they may evaluate and attend to their prosecutorial 

obligations properly.  The Commission encourages all Texas crime laboratories to be 

transparent in communicating potential concerns to prosecuting authorities, so they may in 

turn take proactive steps to ensure compliance with Brady and any other applicable legal 

and/or professional obligations. 

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. The Commission recommends that APDCL implement all improvements 
suggested in the June 1, 2012 and July 24, 2012 ASCLD-LAB reports and 
accompanying “Opportunities for Improvement” document.  To the extent any 
report or monitoring document is created to evidence APDCL’s progress with 
these issues, the Commission requests a copy of such documentation. 

 
2. To address the concerns raised by IFL regarding discrepancies in identifying 

“marihuana” vs. “tetrahydrocannabinols” from laboratory to laboratory across 
Texas, the Commission will work with DPS and the Texas Association of Crime 
Laboratory Directors to establish an advisory board to make recommendations on 
this issue.  The Commission will also consult with the Texas District and County 
Attorneys’ Association and the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers’ Association to 
encourage their involvement in this discussion. 

 
3. The Commission requests that APDCL notify the Commission of the results of 

ASCLD-LAB’s inquiry into whether any other sections of the laboratory observe 
a similar rush case policy as the policy suspended by the drug chemistry section in 
October 2010.   

 
4. The Commission requests that any corrective action taken as a result of the 

inquiry described in #3 above be documented and reported to the Commission. 
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1324 Bull Horn Loop

Round Rock, TX 78665
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Decenrben 27,1ALL

Rosemary l-el'lnnberg, District AtLorney
Travis County Justice Center
509 W. 1l-th Street
Austin, Texas 787OL

Ms. Lehmberg,

I am contacting you and your office to present evidence for your investigation. After several months of
consideration, I have come to the conclusion that I should turn this information over to your office. I

believe that scientific evidence should be accurate and reliable when used against defendants charged
in criminal cases. I believe the documents I have attached will show that the Austin Police Department
Crirne Laboratory is not providing quality analyses and should not be relied upon for evldential testing. .

Beginning in 2005, the Texas Legislature required that evidence presented in criminal courts in Texas
mllst come frorn laboratories that have achieved some level of accreditation. The Austin police
Department Crime Laboratory was inspected in order to achieve this certification, in spite of the fact
that the administrators of the laboratory did not possess the credentials required by inspectors. So
fronr this point forward, the accredited laboratory was irianaged by sron-scientists and un qualified
personnel. Not only did these administrators not meet the qualifications of federal investigators, but
they also did not meet the qualifications of the City of Austin personnel policies. ln promoting these
individuals, police administrators did not follow proper procedures by posting these job openings or by
interviewing any qualified candidates. And they did whatever they could to conceal this information.

fie evidence I am providing to you documents that controlled substance analysis cases are being
analyzed without regard to proper laboratory procedures and without regard to policies required under
the accreditation inspection guidelines. Laboratory policies require that the evidence analyzed must be
reviewed and approved prior to the dissemination of the laboratory reports (Exhibit #L). The case files I

have attached show that these results are being reported and charges are being filed prior to any
analysis being conducted at all (Exhibit #2). Not only does this violate laboratory policy, but it violates
scientific methods at the most basic level. I believe that these unqualified police administrators have
covered up this evidence when it was presented to guality control and quality assurance personnel. And
these are not isolated cases. I have provided a list of cases I discovered that had been released in
violationof thesepolicies(Exhibit#3l'. lwouldestimatethattherearehundredsof othercasesdating
back to 20o5 that were analyzed without regard to laboratory protocols in "rush" case requests that I

was unable to identify using my limited access to files in the database.

The danger of violating these procedures not only could result in the erroneous analysis of items of
evidence, but the false conviction of individuals charged based on the results of these analyses. There
appears to be a rush to report results. This could possibly lead to the falsification of results as there are
no policies in place to verify these results by any re-analysis or internal quality control processes. In



additio'{l, analysts coi;le} sirvlply substi'iu'te ar'ralytical standards for ar*afysls in order to proc}uce data to
substantiate the results that have already been reported. This unethical practice has been documented
in several forensic laboratories where analysts are pressured to produce results and perforrn in quota-
driven environments. I believe that these individuals should be identified and rentoveei frorn the
laboratory before they are identified in a courtroon'l setting.

Fart of mry decision irl releasing these docuirnents to your office carne frorrr nry belief that this
inforrnation could be uncovered by the defunse community and brought into the couftroom to discredit
these individualE and the whole Austisr Folice Departrnent Cnirne Laboratory. ! wor..rld prefer ttrat your
office be the first to uncover this evidence and handle it appropriately. I additionallv believe that I was
terminated from my employment with the Austin Police Depaftment because I sought to bring these
issues to light using the administrative process. I have included the results of rny disciplinary hearlngs to
show that this evidence has been recorded and could be made available for inspection (Exhibit # ). I

believe that the administrators of the Austin Police Department Crime Laboratory also intend to violate
the law (Texas Statute V24.OL8| in order to prevent the release of laboratory results to deferrse

attorneys when it is legitimately requested.

ln addition, I believe that the City of Austin conspired against rne to withhold ireforrnation that would
have demonstrated and docurnented this conspiracy. In an open records reguesf I reguested copies of
all ernai! correspondence sent or received by five individuals in the enrployment of the Cittt of Austin
(Rodriguez, il/lannbr, Paredes, Burton, and Gibbensl (Exhibit #5)" However, I believe that several items
were not released in a concerted attempt to thwart my ability to prove that I was being harassed,

discriminated against, and my integrity attacked. Al! of these actions would lirnit their liability in any
future civil proceedings" Evidence of this was discovered when | filed an open records request with the
City of Fasadena, Texas and received correspondence not released by the City of Austin {Exhibit #6). I

would like for your office to lnvestigate these cnirninal activities and hold these individuals responsible
for their actions. l\ot only was I terminated from my employment with the City of Austin, but I lost all

health and retirement benefits amounting to more than $3 million dollars by my estimate. I don't think
these actions should be tolerated by any governnnental entity under Texas Open Government Statute
552. I was informed by the Attorney General's Office that you would be the office to investigate these
violations and hold the Ciiy of Austin and tl'le Austin Police Departnrent accountable for their astions.

ln addition, the Austin Police Department continues to release the letter of termination written by Chief
Acevedo (Exhibit #71, as if the allegations it contains are true when I l'lave already proven through tl"le
administrative process that they are decidedly untrue. This constant attack on rny character is

unwarranted and harassing.

I anr available to answer any furthen questions you rnight have.

Sincerely,

Debra L. Stephens
Senior Forensic Scientist

ri
.-i ,..:.
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City of Austin
Found by Congress, Republic of Texas, 1839
Forensic Science Services Division
POBox 689001 Austin, Texas 78768-9001
512-974-5150

February 23,2012

Lynn Robitaille
Legal Counsel
Texas Forensic Science Commission
1700 North Congress Ave, Suite #445
Austin, Texas 78701

Greetings;

On February 10, 2012 the Texas Forensic Science Committee -Investigative Panel reviewed the
complaint filed by Ms. Stephens against the Austin Police Department's Forensic Laboratory.
During that meeting several questions were asked that needed more research by the Austin
Police Department. The following is a response to those questions for the panel's review:

1. What was the timeframe in which the APD Laboratory released preliminary results for
investigators?

Response: The forensic chemistry laboratory released preliminary results to investigators
in the manner in which the complaint is referring to for approximately 34 months, from
January 2008 to October 2010 .: The first preliminary result found in a case file was
generated on January 24, 2008.

2. In how many cases were preliminary results generated during this time period?

Response: The laboratory identified 534 cases in which preliminary results were released
during this 34 month period. This equates to an average of 15.7 cases per month. (See
attached list of cases)

3. Was the laboratory performing these preliminary results consistently throughout that time
period and are they consistent with what DPS reported in their audit of case files?

Response: The laboratory identified 534 cases in which preliminary results were reported
to the investigator during this time period. The quality assurance and management staff
conducted an audit of a random sampling of cases throughout this time period.
Approximately 10% of the case files were reviewed spanning the entire length of time
from January 2008 to October 2010. It was determined that the laboratory was
performing the preliminary result process consistently during the entire time period that
they were being utilized. It was also determined that the process being utilized was
consistent with the case folders that were reviewed and reported on by Texas DPS.
The audit of the 56 cases showed that in all cases in which instrumental data was
required, that the documentation is present in the case folder to prove that the
instrumental data was obtained before the preliminary results were released. In
marihuana cases, there were matrix entries documenting that the weight and spot tests
were recorded prior to release of the preliminary results. In some tablet cases, the
preliminary results were based on pharmaceutical markings, which are documented in the
case folders. One case was identified in which the weight reported in the preliminary

AN ASCLD/LAB ACCREDITED LABORATORY SINCE 2005



results differed from the final report weight. A quality issue notification was initiated and
upon review, it was determined that the issue appears to have resulted from a
transcription error by the analyst, releasing the after analysis weight instead of the before
analysis weight. The action taken by the detective was unchanged since the identification
and charges filed were unaffected. The final report reflects the correct before analysis net
weight, which was forwarded to the investigator three days later. The results of the audit
have been attached for your review.

If you need additional information please contact me.

Sincerely,

(;JatuJn~
William Gibbens, Manager
Forensic Science Services
Austin Police Department
(512) 974-5118

Attached: Preliminary Result Audit Log
Preliminary Result Case List
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Preliminary Result Audit 
________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Case Synopsis  L0804741: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on 4/17/2008 @ 13:10 via email  

Results: MDMA 1.34 g 
  Phencyclidine 3.03 grams 

 Data:    UV time stamp on exhibit 2 (MDMA) “4/17/08 10:23 AM” 
    GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (MDMA) “17 Apr 2008 11:41” 
    UV time stamp on exhibit 3 (Phencyclidine) “4/17/08 9:53 AM”  
    GC/MS time stamp exhibit 3 (Phencyclidine) “17 Apr 2008 11:00 AM” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 4/17/2008  

Results: 
 MDMA 1.34 g 

Phencyclidine 3.03 grams 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0805583: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on May 6, 2008 @ 1:43 pm via email  

Results: No Controlled Substance 12.30 g 
Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 2 (No Controlled Substance) “5/6/08 10:03     
             AM” 

GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (No Controlled Substance) “6 May 2008   
10:56” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 05/06/2008  

Results: 
No Controlled Substance Detected 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0805977: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on May 14, 2008 @ 10:50 am via email  

Results:  
Phencyclidine  Trace (no visible liquid) 

Data:   GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1A (Phencyclidine) “14 May 2008   
9:59” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 05/14/2008  

Results: 



Phencyclidine Trace 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0806557: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on May 25, 2008 @ 1:34 pm via email  

Results:  
 Phencyclidine 0.03 g 
 No Controlled Substance Detected  

Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (Phencyclidine) “5/25/08 10:28     
             AM” 

GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Phencyclidine) “25 May 2008   
10:46” 
  UV time stamp on exhibit 2 (No Controlled Substance) “5/25/08 11:04     

             AM” 
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (No Controlled Substance) “25 May    
2008  11:15” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 05/27/2008  

Results: 
Phencyclidine 0.03 g 
No Controlled Substance Detected 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0807370: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on June 13, 2008 @ 10:35 am via email  

Results:  
 Cocaine 10.50 g 
 Carisoprodol 1 tablet 
 Trazodone 1 tablet 
 Sildenafil 1 tablet 
 Dihydrocodeinone 0.05 tablet 
  
Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (Cocaine) “13 June 2008 9:35” 
   Pharmacutical documentation on exhibit 3 (Carisoprodol, Trazodone,  

  Sildenafil, Dihydrocodeinone)  dated 6/13/08 
Final Report: 
 Date: 06/13/2008  

Results: 
Cocaine 10.5 g 
No Analysis (tablets) 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0809491: 
 
Preliminary results: 



 Release on August 1, 2008 @ 3:15 pm via email  
Results:  
 Codeine 25.33 g 
 Codeine 123.25 g 
  
Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (Codeine) “1 Aug 2008 14:54” 

GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 3 (Codeine) “1 Aug 2008 14:14”    
Final Report: 
 Date: 08/04/08  

Results: 
Codeine 25.33 g 
Codeine 123.25 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0810909: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on August 28, 2008 @ 3:28 pm via email  

Results: No Controlled Substance Detected  
Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “8/28/2008 

10:56AM” 
FTIR time stamp exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “Thu Aug 28 

10:59” 
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “28 Aug 2008   
10:47” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 09/02/2008  

Results: 
No Controlled Substance Detected 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0811734: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on September 15, 2008 @ 11:20 am via email  

Results:  
 Codeine 275.89 g 
  
Data:  UV time stamp on exhibit 1b (Codeine) “9/15/2008 10:41 AM”  

GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1b (Codeine) “15 Sept 2008 10:31” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 09/15/08  

Results: 
Codeine 275.89 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0812374: 
 
Preliminary results: 



 Release on September 29, 2008 @ 3:45 pm via email  
Results: No Controlled Substance 13.28 g 
   No Controlled Substance 12.06 g 
Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “29 Sep 2008 

11:28” 
 GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (No Controlled Substance) “29 Sep 2008 

12:08” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 09/29/2008  

Results: 
No Controlled Substance Detected 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0813070: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on October 13, 2008 @ 11:11 am via email  

Results: No Controlled Substance 6.60 g 
Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “10/12/2008   
    10:54 AM” 

GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “10 Oct 2008  
10:57” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 10/13/2008  

Results: 
No Controlled Substance Detected 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0813671: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on October 27, 2008 @ 11:19 am via email  

Results:  
Promethazine  Trace 

Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 2 (Promethazine) “10/27/2008 11:04 AM” 
 GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (Promethazine) “27 Oct 2008 10:20” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 10/30/2008  

Results: 
Promethazine  Trace  

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0814379: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on November 11, 2008 @ 10:10 am via email  

Results:  
Alprazolam 1.20 g 
Alprazolam 3.33 g 



Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (Alprazolam) “11/11/2008 8:56 AM”     
             GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Alprazolam) “11 Nov 2008 9:06” 
 UV time stamp on exhibit 2 (Alprazolam) “11/11/2008 9:42 AM”     
             GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (Alprazolam) “11 Nov 2008 9:40” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 11/14/2008  

Results: 
Alprazolam 1.20 g 
Alprazolam 3.33 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0815980: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on December 16, 2008 @ 11:04 am via email  

Results:  
Alprazolam 0.14 g 

Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (Alprazolam) “12/16/2008 10:57 AM”     
             GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Alprazolam) “16 Dec 2008 9:50” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 12/16/08  

Results: 
Alprazolam 0.14 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0900345: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on January 23, 2009 @ 3:09 pm via email  

Results: b  1.1 lbs (18.17 oz)  
Data:  No Instrumental Analysis 

Weight, spot test and Microscopic Examination documented in Matrix.  
Audit log shows the entry made for the spot test on 1/23/09 @ 3:08 pm    

Final Report: 
 Date: 01/23/2009  

Results: 
Marihuana 1.1 lbs 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0900653: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on January 22, 2009 @ 10:04 AM via email  

Results:  
 Phencyclidine 22.58 g 

Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (Phencyclidine) “1/22/09 9:21 AM” 
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Phencyclidine) “22 Jan 2009 9:34” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 01/22/2009  



Results: 
Phencyclidine 22.58 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0901256: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on January 30, 2009 @ 3:03 pm via email  

Results:  
 Cocaine 0.85 g 
 Prednisolone 14.32 g 
Data:  FTIR time stamp on exhibit 1 (Cocaine) “Fri 30 Jan 14:43 2009” 
 FTIR time stamp on exhibit 3 (Prednisolone) “Fri 30 Jan 14:30 2009” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 01/30/2009  

Results: 
Cocaine 0.85 g 

  Prednisolone 14.32 g 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L090186: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on February 5, 2009 @ 11:33 am via email  

Results:  
 Cocaine 4.28 g 

Codeine cough syrup 299.34 g 
 No controlled substance 20.40 g 
Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (Cocaine) “5 Feb 2009 10:14” 

UV time stamp on exhibit 3 (Codeine) “2/5/2009 10:23 AM”    
UV time stamp on exhibit 5 (No controlled substance) “2/5/2009 11:23 
AM” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 02/05/2009  

Results: 
Cocaine 4.28 g 
Codeine 299.34 g 
No Controlled Substance Detected 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0902097: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on February 17, 2009 @ 7:17 am via email  

Results: Negative  
Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “02/17/2009 7:09 

AM” 
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “17 Feb 2009 
6:59” 



Final Report: 
 Date: 02/17/2009  

Results: 
Negative  

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0903169: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on March 9, 2009 @ 2:13 pm via email  

Results: No Controlled Substance  
Data:   UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “03/09/2009 2:02 

PM” 
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “9 Mar 2009 
11:56” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 03/09/2009  

Results: 
No Controlled Substance 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0904122: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on March 26, 2009 @ 9:54 am via email  

Results: Marihuana 2.88 ounces 
   No Controlled Substance Detected  
Data:  No Instrumental Analysis, Spot test and weight documented in Matrix  

on exhibit 1 (marihuana) on 03/26/09 @ 9:49am 
UV time stamp on exhibit 2 (No Controlled Substance) “3/26/2009 
9:10AM” 
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (No Controlled Substance) “26 Mar 2009 
9:11” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 03/26/2009  

Results: 
Marihuana 2.88 ounces 
No Controlled Substance Detected 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0904709: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on April 7, 2009 @ 10:40 am via email  

Results:  
 Cocaine 7.68 g 
Data:  FTIP time stamp on exhibit 1 (Cocaine) “Tue Apr 07 10:16 2009” 

GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Cocaine) “7 Apr 2009 10:22” 
Final Report: 



 Date: 04/09/2009  
Results: 

Cocaine 7.68 g 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0905412: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on April 21, 2009 @ 5:30 pm via email  

Results:  
 Methamphetamine Trace 
 No controlled substance 10.36 g 
Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Methamphetamine) “21 Apr 2009 14:16” 

UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (Methamphetamine) “4/21/2009 5:13 PM”    
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (No Controlled Substance) “21 Apr 2009 
15:01” 
FTIR time stamp on exhibit 2 (No controlled substance) “Tue Apr 21 
13:33 2009” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 04/21/2009  

Results: 
Methamphetamine Trace 

 No controlled substance  
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0906107: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on May 5, 2009 @ 8:55 AM via email  

Results:  
 Phencyclidine 0.18 g 

Data:   GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Phencyclidine) “5 May 2009 8:27” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 05/08/2009  

Results: 
Phencyclidine 0.18 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0906513: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on May 13, 2009 @ 8:48 am via email  

Results:  
Alprazolam 0.12 g 

Data:    Pharmacutical documentation on exhibit 1 (Alprazolam)   
Final Report: 
 Date: 05/18/2009  

Results: 
Alprazolam 0.12 g 



________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0907110: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on May 26, 2009 @ 2:01 pm via email  

Results:  
 Cocaine 2.85 g 
Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Cocaine) “26 May 2009 13:16” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 05/27/2009  

Results: 
Cocaine 2.85 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0907913: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on June 9, 2009 @ 4:29 pm via email  

Results:  
 No controlled substance  
Data:  UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (No controlled substance) “6/9/2009 4:21 

PM”    
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “9 Jun 2009 
16:11” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 06/09/2009  

Results: 
 No controlled substance 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0908451: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on June 20, 2009 @ 10:59 am via email  

Results:  
 Heroin 0.51 g 
Data:  UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (Heroin) “6/20/2009 10:13 AM” 

GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Heroin) “20 Jun 2009 10:40” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 06/24/2009  

Results: 
Heroin  0.51 g 
Marihuana 0.16 ounces 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0909526: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on July 10, 2009 @ 8:59 am via email  



Results:  
 Item 4: Hydromorphone 0.16 g 
 Item 5: Dimethyltryptamine 0.13 g 

Data:  Item 4: Preliminary results based on pharmaceutical markings as 
indicated in email. 

 Item 5: GC/MS time stamp “10 Jul 2009 8:28” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 07/16/2009  

Results: 
Hydromorphone 0.16 g 

 Dimethyltryptamine 0.13 g 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0910205: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on July 24, 2009 @ 10:21 am via email  

Results:  
 Tetrahydrocannabinols 0.06 g 
 Codeine 0.29 g 
  
Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Tetrahydrocannabinols) “24 July 2009 

9:10” 
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (Codeine) “24 July 2009 9:55” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 07/24/2009  

Results: 
Tetrahydrocannabinols 0.06 g 

 Codeine 0.29 g 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0910534: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on July 31, 2009 @ 10:45 am via email  

Results:  
 Cocaine 0.15 g 
Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (Cocaine) “31 Jul 2009 10:24” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 07/31/2009  

Results: 
Cocaine 0.15 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0911096: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on August 12, 2009 @ 9:45 am via pager, 10:21 am via email  

Results:  



 Heroin 0.44 g 
Data:  UV time stamp on exhibit 1 (Heroin) “08/12/2009 9:13 AM” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 08/12/2009  

Results: 
Heroin  0.44 g 

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0911722: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on August 25, 2009 @ 11:05 am via email  

Results:  
 No controlled substance  
Data:  FTIR time stamp on exhibit 1 (No controlled substance) “Tue Aug 25 

09:04 2009” 
GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1 (No Controlled Substance) “25 Aug 2009 
9:16” 

Final Report: 
 Date: 08/25/2009  

Results: 
 No controlled substance  

________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0912226: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on 09/03/09 @ 12:08 pm via email 
 Results:  

Cocaine 2.67 g 
  Phencyclidine 0.38 g 
 Data:  GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 1  (cocaine) “3 Sep 2009 11:01” 
  FTIR time stamp on exhibit 1 (cocaine)  “Thu Sep 03 12:01:35 2009” 
  UV time stamp on exhibit 2 (PCP) “9/3/2009 9:13:03 AM”   

GC/MS time stamp on exhibit 2 (PCP) “3 Sep 2009 11:32” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 09/03/09 
 Results: 
  Cocaine 2.67 g 
  Phencyclidine 0.38 g 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L0912954: 
 
Preliminary results: (Exhibit 2) 
 Release on 10/30/2009 @ 10:55 am via email 

Results: No Controlled Substances Detected. 
 Data:  UV time stamp “10/30/2009 10:39:36 AM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “29 Oct 2009 16:09” 



Final Report: 
 Date: 10/31/2009  

Results: No Controlled Substances Detected. 
________________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L:0913730 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on October 16, 2009 9:50 AM 

Results: Diazepam 1.80 g 
 Data:  UV time stamp “10/15/2009 9:46:52 AM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “14 Oct 2009 16:02” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 10/16/2009  

Results: Diazepam 1.80 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L0914085: 
 
Preliminary results: (Item 2 only- suspected steroid case) 
 Release on 12/9/2009 @ 1107 CST via pager to Detective. 
 Data:  UV time stamp “12/2/2009 2:39:18 PM” 
  GC/MS time stamps “15 Oct 2009 16:22”, “7 Dec 2009 12:24” 

Results: No Controlled Substances Detected (item 2) 
Final Report: 
 Date: 12/7/2009  

Results: Cocaine 0.11 g (not released with preliminary results) 
    No controlled substances detected 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L0914523: 
 
Preliminary results (item 1 only): 
 Release on 10/26/2009 @ 2:04 PM via email 

Results:  Heroin trace 
 Data:  GC/MS time stamp “26 Oct 2009 10:45” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 10/30/2009  

Results: Heroin trace 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L0915011: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on 11/06/2009 @ 10:31 AM via email and  pager to Detective. 
 Data:  Audit log shows entry of gross weight time stamp “11/6/09 10:22 am” 
  Audit log shows entry of positive spot test “11/06/09 10:22 am” 

Results: Marihuana 13.56 oz 
Final Report: 
 Date: 11/10/2009  



Results: Marihuana 13.56 oz 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L0915130: 
 
Preliminary results (Item 2 only): 
 Release on 11/07/2009 @ 1:05 pm 

Results: No Controlled Substances Detected (contains Dextromethorphan and 
Promethazine), 200.42 g 

 Data: GC/MS time stamp “7 Nov 2009 12:41” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 11/16/2009  

Results: No Controlled Substances Detected 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L0915527: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on 11/16/2009 @ 13:30 hrs via email 

Results: Promethazine 1.95 g 
   No controlled substances are present 260.47 g 

 Data: Item 1 –  
  GC/MS time stamp “16 Nov 2009 12:27”  
           Item 2 –  
  GC/MS time stamp “16 Nov 2009 13:07” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 11/16/2009  

Results: Promethazine 1.95 g 
   No controlled substances detected 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis L0916387: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on 12/07/2009 11:56 AM 

Results: No controlled substances detected (Suspected Urine) 
 Data:  UV time stamp “12/7/2009 10:55:58 AM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “7 Dec 2009 11:09” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 12/8/2009  

Results: No controlled substances detected. 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L0916857: 
 
Preliminary results (Item 2 only): 
 Release on 12/17/2009 @ 2:55 PM via email 

Results: No controlled substances detected 
 Data:  UV time stamp “12/17/2009 2:27:34 PM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “17 Dec 2009 14:24” 



Final Report: 
 Date: 12/18/2009 

Results:  No controlled substances detected 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1000305: 
 
Preliminary results (Item 4 only): 
 Release on 01/08/2010 @ 2:10 PM via email and pager to Detective 

Results: No Controlled Substances 
 Data:  UV time stamp “1/8/2010 11:52:54 AM” 
  UV time stamp “1/8/2010 1:49:34 PM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “8 Jan 2010 13:23” 
  FTIR time stamp “Fri Jan 08 13:33:36 2010” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 01/18/2010 

Results: No controlled substances detected 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1000612: 
 
Preliminary results (Item 1 only): 
 Release on 01/17/2010 @ 10:47 AM via email 

Results: Cocaine 0.77 g 
 Data:  FTIR time stamp “Sun Jan 17 10:01:28 2010” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 1/19/2010 

Results: Cocaine 0.77 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1001248: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on 02/04/2010 @ 11:00 hrs in person to Detective 

Results: Item 1: Methenolone Enenthate 25.65 g 
    Item 4:  Tamoxifen 6.02 g 
 Data:  Item 1:  GC/MS time stamp “3 Feb 2012 10:20” 
  Item 4:  GC/MS time stamp “3 Feb 2012 15:36” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 02/09/2010  

Results: Methenolone Enanthate 25.65 g 
   No Analysis 
   No Analysis 
   Tamoxifen  6.02 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1001966: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on 02/19/2010 @ 5:00 PM via email 



Results: Item 3.1:  Heroin 0.77 g 
   Item 3.2:  6-monoacetylmorphine, heroin, cocaine 0.46 g 

 Data:  Item 3.1: GC/MS time stamp “19 Feb 2010 15:37” 
  Item 3.2:  GC/MS time stamp “19 Feb 2012 16:09” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 2/23/2010  

Results: Item 3.1: Heroin 0.77 g 
   Item 3.2:  Heroin, 6-monoacetylmorphine and cocaine 0.46 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1002827: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on March 13, 2010 10:34 AM via email 

Results: Alprazolam 0.29 g 
 Data:  GC/MS time stamp “13 Mar 2010 10:22” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 03/17/2010  

Results: Alprazolam   0.29 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1003605: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on April 01, 2010 @ 1:48 PM via email  

Results: Amphetamine 0.13 g 
 Data:  UV time stamp “4/1/2010 1:07:47 PM” 
   GC/MS time stamp “1 Apr 2010 13:24” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 4/1/2010  

Results: Amphetamine 0.13 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L104075: 
 
Preliminary results (Item 1 only): 
 Release on April 12, 2010 @ 4:07 PM via email and pager 

Results: Codeine (cough syrup), penalty group 4 net weight: 1.41 g 
 Data:  GC/MS time stamp “12 Apr 2010  15:21” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 4/16/2010  

Results: Codeine (contains codeine cough syrup – not more than 200 milligrams 
of codeine per 100 milliters)  2.23 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1004449: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on April 20, 2010 @ 10:31 AM via email 

Results: cocaine 0.12 g 



 Data:  UV time stamp “4/20/2010 9:13:24 AM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “20 Apr 2010 9:19” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 4/20/2010  

Results: cocaine 0.12 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1005121: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on May 4, 2010 @ 10:25 AM via email  

Results: phencyclidine  7.82 g 
 Data:  UV time stamp “5/4/2010 9:30:51 AM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “4 May 2010 9:47” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 5/4/2010 

Results: phencyclidine 7.82 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L106290: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on May 28, 2010 11:34 AM via email and pager 

Results: Item 1:  Codeine (contains codeine cough syrup – not more than 200 
milligrams per 100 milliters), penalty group 4    152.95 g 
Item 2: Codeine (contains codeine cough syrup – not more than 200 milligrams 
per 100 milliters), penalty group 4   299.14 g 

 Data:  Item 1:  GC/MS time stamp “28 May 2010 10:46” 
Item 2:  GC/MS time stamp on blank “28 May 2010 11:00”.  Interview 
with the analyst indicates that the sample was analyzed in the autosampler 
sequence after the blank, but the data file for the sample was not 
recoverable.   

Final Report: 
 Date: 6/11/2010  

Results:  Item 1:   Contains codeine (cough syrup)  152.95 g 
     Item 2:   Contains codeine (cough syrup)  299.14 g 

_________________________________________________________________ 
Case Synopsis  L1006944: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on June 10, 2010 10:27 AM 

Results: heroin  0.26 g 
 Data:  UV time stamp “6/10/2010 9:46:49 AM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “10 Jun 2010 10:05” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 6/10/2010  

Results:  heroin 0.26 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 



Case Synopsis  L1007658: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on June 24, 2010 11:57 AM 

Results: heroin   0.44 g 
 Data:   UV time stamp “6/24/2010 10:30:35 AM” 
  GC/MS time stamp “24 Jun 2010 11:18”  
Final Report: 
 Date: 6/24/2010  

Results: heroin 0.44 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1008402: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on July 10, 2010 11:40 AM 

Results: phencyclidine (PCP), penalty group 1     1.85 g 
 Data:    UV time stamp “7/10/2010 9:29:01 AM”  
  GC/MS time stamp “10 Jul 2010 8:58” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 07/12/2010  

Results:  phencyclidine 1.85 g 
_________________________________________________________________ 

Case Synopsis  L1008620: 
 
Preliminary results: 
 Release on July 14, 2010 6:37 PM via email  

Results Item 3:  dimethyltryptamine, penalty group 2   0.14 g 
Item 5:  MDMA, penalty group 2   0.76 g 
Item 6:  MDMA, penalty group 2   0.13 g 
Item 11: MDMA, penalty group 2   0.45 g  

Data:   The audit log indicates that the presumptive color tests were saved on 
7/14/2012 @ 5:01 PM. 

Item 3:    GC/MS time stamp  “14 Jul 2010 17:16” 
     UV time stamp “7/14/2010 5:49:36 PM” 

  Item 5:     GC/MS time stamp “14 Jul 2010 17:47” 
       UV time stamp “7/14/2010 5:45:34 PM” 
  Item 6:     GC/MS time stamp “14 Jul 2010 18:02” 
        UV time stamp “7/14/2010 6:20:01 PM” 

Item 11:  GC/MS time stamp “14 Jul 2010 16:45” 
Final Report: 
 Date: 08/03/2010  

Results:  Item 3:   dimethyltryptamine                                  0.14 g 
  Item 5:   3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine    0.76 g 
  Item 6:   3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine    0.13 g 
  Item 11: 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine    0.45 g 

_________________________________________________________________ 



Audited LAB #/RPT # Day of Week

L0801077 TUESDAY
1

L0801459 SUNDAY
2

L0804276 MONDAY
3

L0804277 MONDAY
4

L0804279 MONDAY
5

L0804357 TUESDAY
6

L0804358 TUESDAY
7

L0804457 FRIDAY
8

y
L0804741 THURSDAY

9

L0805196 MONDAY
10

L0805197 MONDAY
11

L0805305 TUESDAY
12

L0805313 WEDNESDAY
13

L0805405 THURSDAY
14

L0805552 MONDAY
15

L0805553 MONDAY
16

L0805554 MONDAY
17

y
L0805583 MONDAY

18

L0805606 TUESDAY
19

L0805611 TUESDAY
20

L0805659 WEDNESDAY
21

L0805743 THURSDAY
22

PRIORITY 2 DRUG CASES
ASSIGNED ANY DAY OF 

WEEK FROM 01/01/2008  -  
10/15/2010
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L0805932 TUESDAY
23

L0805943 TUESDAY
24

L0805944 TUESDAY
25

y
L0805976 WEDNESDAY

26

L0805977 WEDNESDAY
27

L0806025 THURSDAY
28

L0806100 THURSDAY
29

L0806186 MONDAY
30

L0806217 TUESDAY
31

L0806236 TUESDAY
32

L0806449 MONDAY
33

L0806504 TUESDAY
34

L0806508 TUESDAY
35

y
L0806557 TUESDAY

36

L0806640 WEDNESDAY
37

L0806767 SATURDAY
38

L0806767 SATURDAY
39

L0806786 SUNDAY
40

L0806959 WEDNESDAY
41

L0807074 FRIDAY
42

L0807308 WEDNESDAY
43

L0807329 THURSDAY
44

y
L0807370 FRIDAY

45

L0807397 FRIDAY
46

L0807419 SATURDAY
47

L0807444 SUNDAY
48
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L0807798 MONDAY
49

L0807799 MONDAY
50

L0807844 TUESDAY
51

L0808200 WEDNESDAY
52

L0808202 WEDNESDAY
53

L0808457 WEDNESDAY
54

L0808523 THURSDAY
55

L0808620 SUNDAY
56

L0808778 WEDNESDAY
57

L0808887 FRIDAY
58

L0809016 MONDAY
59

L0809116 WEDNESDAY
60

L0809364 TUESDAY
61

y
L0809491 FRIDAY

62

L0809492 THURSDAY
63

L0809592 SATURDAY
64

L0809700 MONDAY
65

L0809701 MONDAY
66

L0809871 THURSDAY
67

L0810715 MONDAY
68

L0810728 MONDAY
69

L0810893 THURSDAY
70

y
L0810909 THURSDAY

71

L0810923 THURSDAY
72

L0811086 TUESDAY
73

L0811100 TUESDAY
74
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L0811110 TUESDAY
75

L0811115 TUESDAY
76

L0811177 WEDNESDAY
77

L0811479 MONDAY
78

L0811602 WEDNESDAY
79

y
L0811734 MONDAY

80

L0811761 MONDAY
81

L0811808 TUESDAY
82

L0811814 TUESDAY
83

L0811895 THURSDAY
84

L0812018 MONDAY
85

L0812186 WEDNESDAY
86

L0812187 WEDNESDAY
87

L0812307 SUNDAY
88

y
L0812374 MONDAY

89

L0812394 MONDAY
90

L0812478 WEDNESDAY
91

L0812628 SATURDAY
92

L0812651 SUNDAY
93

L0812897 THURSDAY
94

L0812904 THURSDAY
95

L0812936 FRIDAY
96

L0812976 SATURDAY
97

y
L0813070 MONDAY

98

L0813182 WEDNESDAY
99

L0813213 THURSDAY
100
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L0813243 FRIDAY
101

L0813261 FRIDAY
102

L0813262 FRIDAY
103

L0813418 TUESDAY
104

L0813582 SATURDAY
105

L0813670 MONDAY
106

y
L0813671 MONDAY

107

L0813797 WEDNESDAY
108

L0813954 SUNDAY
109

L0813997 MONDAY
110

L0813998 MONDAY
111

L0814145 WEDNESDAY
112

L0814246 FRIDAY
113

L0814348 MONDAY
114

L0814349 MONDAY
115

y
L0814379 TUESDAY

116

L0814683 MONDAY
117

L0814739 TUESDAY
118

L0814740 TUESDAY
119

L0814749 TUESDAY
120

L0814792 WEDNESDAY
121

L0814845 THURSDAY
122

L0814854 THURSDAY
123

L0814942 SUNDAY
124

L0814995 MONDAY
125

L0815052 TUESDAY
126
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L0815203 SATURDAY
127

L0815216 SUNDAY
128

L0815295 MONDAY
129

L0815589 MONDAY
130

L0815768 THURSDAY
131

L0815806 FRIDAY
132

y
L0815980 TUESDAY

133

L0816091 THURSDAY
134

L0816096 THURSDAY
135

L0816097 THURSDAY
136

L0816140 FRIDAY
137

L0816151 SATURDAY
138

L0816152 SATURDAY
139

L0816436 SUNDAY
140

L0816517 TUESDAY
141

L0816568 WEDNESDAY
142

L0900003 THURSDAY
143

L0900040 FRIDAY
144

L0900062 SATURDAY
145

L0900075 SATURDAY
146

L0900077 SATURDAY
147

L0900078 SATURDAY
148

L0900319 THURSDAY
149

y
L0900345 THURSDAY

150

L0900461 MONDAY
151

L0900464 MONDAY
152
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L0900480 MONDAY
153

L0900515 TUESDAY
154

L0900533 TUESDAY
155

L0900576 WEDNESDAY
156

L0900608 THURSDAY
157

L0900647 FRIDAY
158

y
L0900653 FRIDAY

159

L0900678 FRIDAY
160

L0900695 SATURDAY
161

L0900759 TUESDAY
162

L0900962 FRIDAY
163

L0900983 FRIDAY
164

L0901020 SATURDAY
165

L0901150 TUESDAY
166

L0901160 TUESDAY
167

y
L0901256 THURSDAY

168

L0901257 THURSDAY
169

L0901291 THURSDAY
170

L0901406 MONDAY
171

L0901418 MONDAY
172

L0901435 TUESDAY
173

L0901485 TUESDAY
174

L0901549 WEDNESDAY
175

L0901572 THURSDAY
176

y
L0901586 THURSDAY

177

L0901599 THURSDAY
178
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L0901613 FRIDAY
179

L0901845 TUESDAY
180

L0901974 FRIDAY
181

L0902012 SATURDAY
182

L0902013 SATURDAY
183

L0902034 SUNDAY
184

L0902035 SUNDAY
185

y
L0902097 TUESDAY

186

L0902111 TUESDAY
187

L0902124 TUESDAY
188

L0902128 TUESDAY
189

L0902170 WEDNESDAY
190

L0902183 WEDNESDAY
191

L0902186 WEDNESDAY
192

L0902510 TUESDAY
193

L0902512 TUESDAY
194

L0902760 SUNDAY
195

L0902779 MONDAY
196

L0902815 MONDAY
197

L0902860 TUESDAY
198

L0902861 TUESDAY
199

L0902903 WEDNESDAY
200

L0902907 WEDNESDAY
201

L0902974 THURSDAY
202

y
L0903169 MONDAY

203

L0903279 TUESDAY
204
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L0903291 TUESDAY
205

L0903630 TUESDAY
206

L0903719 WEDNESDAY
207

L0903800 FRIDAY
208

L0903819 FRIDAY
209

L0904008 TUESDAY
210

L0904118 THURSDAY
211

y
L0904122 THURSDAY

212

L0904137 FRIDAY
213

L0904269 MONDAY
214

L0904426 WEDNESDAY
215

L0904443 WEDNESDAY
216

L0904458 WEDNESDAY
217

L0904600 SUNDAY
218

L0904674 MONDAY
219

L0904690 WEDNESDAY
220

y
L0904709 TUESDAY

221

L0905094 TUESDAY
222

L0905112 WEDNESDAY
223

L0905145 WEDNESDAY
224

L0905218 THURSDAY
225

L0905246 FRIDAY
226

L0905332 MONDAY
227

L0905333 MONDAY
228

L0905372 MONDAY
229

y
L0905412 TUESDAY

230
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L0905458 WEDNESDAY
231

L0905572 FRIDAY
232

L0905716 MONDAY
233

L0905893 THURSDAY
234

L0905925 FRIDAY
235

L0905973 SATURDAY
236

L0905974 SATURDAY
237

L0905995 SUNDAY
238

y
L0906107 TUESDAY

239

L0906158 WEDNESDAY
240

L0906182 WEDNESDAY
241

L0906330 SUNDAY
242

L0906405 MONDAY
243

L0906465 TUESDAY
244

L0906468 TUESDAY
245

L0906492 TUESDAY
246

L0906512 WEDNESDAY
247

y
L0906513 WEDNESDAY

248

L0906521 WEDNESDAY
249
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L0906566 THURSDAY
250

L0906613 FRIDAY
251

L0906684 SUNDAY
252

L0906761 MONDAY
253

L0906782 MONDAY
254

L0906877 WEDNESDAY
255

L0907109 TUESDAY
256

y
L0907110 TUESDAY

257

L0907112 TUESDAY
258

L0907114 TUESDAY
259

L0907125 TUESDAY
260

L0907231 WEDNESDAY
261

L0907595 TUESDAY
262

L0907803 MONDAY
263

L0907826 MONDAY
264

L0907912 TUESDAY
265

y
L0907913 TUESDAY

266

L0908014 WEDNESDAY
267

L0908015 WEDNESDAY
268

L0908051 THURSDAY
269

L0908068 THURSDAY
270

L0908069 THURSDAY
271

L0908281 TUESDAY
272

L0908325 WEDNESDAY
273

L0908337 THURSDAY
274

y
L0908451 SATURDAY

275
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L0908887 MONDAY
276

L0908890 MONDAY
277

L0909128 FRIDAY
278

L0909247 MONDAY
279

L0909297 MONDAY
280

L0909353 MONDAY
281

L0909385 TUESDAY
282

L0909386 TUESDAY
283

y
L0909526 FRIDAY

284

L0909717 TUESDAY
285

L0909726 TUESDAY
286

L0909766 WEDNESDAY
287

L0909865 THURSDAY
288

L0909983 MONDAY
289

L0910088 WEDNESDAY
290

L0910149 THURSDAY
291

L0910204 FRIDAY
292

y
L0910205 FRIDAY

293

L0910327 MONDAY
294

L0910328 MONDAY
295

L0910371 TUESDAY
296

L0910400 TUESDAY
297

L0910401 TUESDAY
298

L0910527 FRIDAY
299

L0910528 FRIDAY
300

L0910533 FRIDAY
301
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y
L0910534 FRIDAY

302

L0910665 MONDAY
303

L0910734 TUESDAY
304

L0910766 WEDNESDAY
305

L0910855 FRIDAY
306

L0910856 FRIDAY
307

L0910883 SATURDAY
308

L0910934 MONDAY
309

L0911064 TUESDAY
310

y
L0911096 WEDNESDAY

311

L0911149 THURSDAY
312

L0911295 MONDAY
313

L0911307 MONDAY
314

L0911579 SATURDAY
315

L0911642 MONDAY
316

L0911645 MONDAY
317

L0911646 MONDAY
318

L0911653 MONDAY
319

y
L0911722 TUESDAY

320

L0911723 TUESDAY
321

L0911724 TUESDAY
322

L0911756 TUESDAY
323

L0911905 FRIDAY
324

L0911914 FRIDAY
325

L0912099 TUESDAY
326

L0912223 THURSDAY
327
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L0912225 THURSDAY
328

y
L0912226 THURSDAY

329

L0912278 FRIDAY
330

L0912304 SATURDAY
331

L0912305 SATURDAY
332

L0912306 SATURDAY
333

L0912317 SATURDAY
334

L0912325 SUNDAY
335

L0912818 WEDNESDAY
336

L0912873 THURSDAY
337

y
L0912954 SUNDAY

338

L0913043 TUESDAY
339

L0913107 WEDNESDAY
340

L0913158 THURSDAY
341

L0913217 FRIDAY
342

L0913365 TUESDAY
343

L0913540 SATURDAY
344

L0913594 MONDAY
345

L0913728 WEDNESDAY
346

y
L0913730 WEDNESDAY

347

L0913836 SATURDAY
348

L0913857 SUNDAY
349

L0913881 MONDAY
350

L0914035 WEDNESDAY
351

L0914043 THURSDAY
352

L0914046 WEDNESDAY
353
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L0914049 WEDNESDAY
354

L0914050 WEDNESDAY
355

y
L0914085 THURSDAY

356

L0914108 FRIDAY
357

L0914190 MONDAY
358

L0914206 MONDAY
359

L0914368 THURSDAY
360

L0914369 THURSDAY
361

L0914447 SATURDAY
362

L0914491 MONDAY
363

L0914520 MONDAY
364

y
L0914523 MONDAY

365

L0914544 MONDAY
366

L0914663 WEDNESDAY
367

L0914664 WEDNESDAY
368

L0914797 SUNDAY
369

L0914937 TUESDAY
370

L0914961 TUESDAY
371

L0914962 TUESDAY
372

L0914995 WEDNESDAY
373

y
L0915011 WEDNESDAY

374

L0915014 WEDNESDAY
375

L0915016 WEDNESDAY
376

L0915038 WEDNESDAY
377

L0915075 THURSDAY
378

L0915076 THURSDAY
379
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L0915077 THURSDAY
380

L0915105 FRIDAY
381

L0915118 MONDAY
382

y
L0915130 SATURDAY

383

L0915150 MONDAY
384

L0915172 MONDAY
385

L0915174 MONDAY
386

L0915179 MONDAY
387

L0915288 TUESDAY
388

L0915355 THURSDAY
389

L0915435 FRIDAY
390

L0915526 MONDAY
391

y
L0915527 MONDAY

392

L0915528 MONDAY
393

L0915709 WEDNESDAY
394

L0915854 MONDAY
395

L0916063 MONDAY
396

L0916160 MONDAY
397

L0916161 MONDAY
398

L0916177 TUESDAY
399

L0916386 MONDAY
400

y
L0916387 MONDAY

401

L0916388 MONDAY
402

L0916413 MONDAY
403

L0916417 MONDAY
404

L0916428 MONDAY
405
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L0916495 TUESDAY
406

L0916503 WEDNESDAY
407

L0916525 THURSDAY
408

L0916582 FRIDAY
409

y
L0916857 THURSDAY

410

L0916980 MONDAY
411

L0917050 TUESDAY
412

L0917070 TUESDAY
413

L0917208 MONDAY
414

L0917225 MONDAY
415

L0917330 TUESDAY
416

L0917400 THURSDAY
417

L1000034 SATURDAY
418

y
L1000305 FRIDAY

419

L1000369 MONDAY
420

L1000370 MONDAY
421

L1000371 MONDAY
422

L1000372 MONDAY
423

L1000373 MONDAY
424

L1000454 TUESDAY
425

L1000460 TUESDAY
426

L1000488 WEDNESDAY
427

y
L1000612 SUNDAY

428

L1000678 WEDNESDAY
429

L1000725 WEDNESDAY
430

L1000844 FRIDAY
431
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L1001072 WEDNESDAY
432

L1001128 FRIDAY
433

L1001129 FRIDAY
434

L1001130 FRIDAY
435

L1001182 SUNDAY
436

L1001183 SUNDAY
437

L1001185 SUNDAY
438

y
L1001248 TUESDAY

439

L1001305 THURSDAY
440

L1001369 FRIDAY
441

L1001375 FRIDAY
442

L1001413 SUNDAY
443

L1001454 MONDAY
444

L1001641 THURSDAY
445

y
L1001966 FRIDAY

446

L1002371 TUESDAY
447

L1002466 THURSDAY
448

L1002467 THURSDAY
449

L1002494 FRIDAY
450

L1002516 SATURDAY
451

L1002636 TUESDAY
452

L1002673 WEDNESDAY
453

L1002714 THURSDAY
454

y
L1002827 MONDAY

455

L1002829 MONDAY
456

L1002905 TUESDAY
457
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L1003041 FRIDAY
458

L1003058 SATURDAY
459

L1003230 WEDNESDAY
460

L1003283 THURSDAY
461

L1003551 WEDNESDAY
462

L1003593 WEDNESDAY
463

y
L1003605 THURSDAY

464

L1003657 FRIDAY
465

L1003658 FRIDAY
466

L1003673 FRIDAY
467

L1003754 MONDAY
468

L1003855 TUESDAY
469

L1003859 TUESDAY
470

L1003955 THURSDAY
471

L1004058 SUNDAY
472

y
L1004075 MONDAY

473

L1004076 MONDAY
474

L1004081 MONDAY
475

L1004082 MONDAY
476

L1004150 TUESDAY
477

L1004239 THURSDAY
478

L1004284 FRIDAY
479

L1004326 SATURDAY
480

L1004386 MONDAY
481

y
L1004449 TUESDAY

482

L1004477 WEDNESDAY
483
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L1004531 THURSDAY
484

L1004580 FRIDAY
485

L1004792 TUESDAY
486

L1004855 WEDNESDAY
487

L1004867 WEDNESDAY
488

L1004952 FRIDAY
489

L1005015 SUNDAY
490

y
L1005121 TUESDAY

491

L1005134 TUESDAY
492

L1005240 THURSDAY
493

L1005693 MONDAY
494

L1005706 MONDAY
495

L1005802 TUESDAY
496

L1005929 THURSDAY
497

L1006186 TUESDAY
498

L1006247 THURSDAY
499

y
L1006290 FRIDAY

500

L1006319 SATURDAY
501

L1006342 SUNDAY
502

L1006664 FRIDAY
503

L1006701 SATURDAY
504

L1006709 SUNDAY
505

L1006762 MONDAY
506

L1006810 TUESDAY
507

L1006812 TUESDAY
508
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y
L1006944 THURSDAY

509

L1007000 FRIDAY
510

L1007015 SATURDAY
511

L1007203 TUESDAY
512

L1007357 FRIDAY
513

L1007360 FRIDAY
514

L1007588 WEDNESDAY
515

L1007590 WEDNESDAY
516

L1007657 THURSDAY
517

y
L1007658 THURSDAY

518

L1007770 SUNDAY
519

L1007889 TUESDAY
520

L1007935 WEDNESDAY
521

L1008051 FRIDAY
522

L1008052 FRIDAY
523

L1008076 SATURDAY
524

L1008077 SATURDAY
525

L1008237 WEDNESDAY
526

y
L1008402 SATURDAY

527

L1008403 SATURDAY
528

L1008405 SATURDAY
529

L1008422 SUNDAY
530

L1008423 SUNDAY
531

L1008483 MONDAY
532

L1008570 WEDNESDAY
533

y
L1008620 WEDNESDAY

534
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From: "Gibbens, Bill" <Bill.Gibbens@austintexas.gov> 
Date: Tue, 13 Mar 2012 11:44:06 ‐0700 
To: Ralph Keaton <RKeaton@ascld‐lab.org>, "Robitaille, Lynn" <lmr036@SHSU.EDU>, Buddy Meyer 
<Buddy.Meyer@co.travis.tx.us> 
Cc: "Harris, Ed" <Ed.Harris@austintexas.gov>, "Arnold, Tony [APD]" <Tony.Arnold@austintexas.gov> 
Subject: FW: Additional Information for APD Complaint 
 
All, 
  
With regards to the complaint of cheating on a proficiency test by former employee Laura Carroll we have 
looked into this issue and found the following: 
  

• We are assuming that the proficiency in question is the 2010 drug chemistry proficiency test 
provided by CTS, due to the recollection of the Chemistry Supervisor. 

• Laura Carroll was assigned her proficiency test on 4/10/10. 
• Supervisor Gloria Rodriguez advised that she remembers Laura Carroll submitting her case 

folder to Mrs. Rodriguez and then asking for it back a short time later.  Because the case had not 
been tech or admin reviewed there was no alarm for concern.   

• Laura Carroll returned the case file to the Supervisor for the review process. 
• After all scientist were administered the test, and the expected results were received from CTS, it 

was found that all scientists had identified the substance correctly. 
• All scientists were interviewed with regards to these allegations.  None of them were aware of any 

cheating or collaboration that took place during this proficiency test process.  
• The issue with this complaint is Ms. Stephens.  If Ms. Stephens felt that the actions she alleges 

occurred then she failed to act ethically by not reporting this matter to her superiors.  To date, 
management has received no communications from any drug analysts of improper activity 
regarding proficiency exams.  Two years after the fact she reports these allegations. 

• Ms. Carroll successfully completed each proficiency exam she was administered while she was 
with the Department.  

• As part of the instructions for the 2008 exam all analysts were reminded by the supervisor, in 
writing, not to ask for assistance in performing the analysis. 

• The Quality Assurance office conducted an audit of all activity in each analyst’s case file for the 
2010 proficiency test to determine if Ms. Carroll had accessed another analyst’s data.  There is 
no indication in the audit log that Ms. Carroll opened or viewed any of these proficiency test 
documents of another analyst. 

  
If you need additional information please let me know. 
  
Thanks You, 
  
Bill Gibbens, Manager 
Forensic Science Division 
Austin Police Department 

 
From: Gibbens, Bill  
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: 'Lynn Robitaille'; 'Ralph Keaton'; 'Buddy Meyer' 
Subject: FW: Additional Information for APD Complaint 
  
All, 
  
The issue with Tony Arnold was addressed.  See attached verbal warning related to the violation. 

mailto:Bill.Gibbens@austintexas.gov
mailto:RKeaton@ascld-lab.org
mailto:lmr036@SHSU.EDU
mailto:Buddy.Meyer@co.travis.tx.us
mailto:Ed.Harris@austintexas.gov
mailto:Tony.Arnold@austintexas.gov


  
I am checking on the issue Ms. Stephens brings up on theproficiency test with Laura Carroll.   
  
The case with Katherine Sanchez has been addressed and documented in the case information you 
received: 
  
Initial drug analysis request was made on 01/02/2010 at 6:50 a.m.  
Instrument time stamp indicates the UV data was acquired on 01/02/2010 at 2:15 p.m. 
and 2:35 p.m. and GC-MS data was acquired on 01/02/2010 at 2:38 p.m. and 2:53 p.m. 
Preliminary results were administratively approved by the analyst and released via time-
stamped e-mail to the Detective on 01/02/2010 at 3:24 p.m. 
Preliminary result was Quetiapine, 5.51 g, based on UV and GC-MS data. 
Instrument time stamp indicates additional UV data was acquired on 01/04/2010 at 
10:50 a.m.; additional GC-MS data was acquired on01/04/2010 @ 10:09 and 10:24; and 
FTIR data was acquired on 01/04/2010 at 10:01 a.m.  Additional data did not support 
preliminary result. 
Final report indicating ‘No Controlled Substances Detected’ was issued on 01/06/2010. 
Detective was notified on 01/06/2010 regarding the discrepancy between preliminary 
and final results. 
Ms Stephens re-ran the sample on her own on 8/10/10, seven months after wenotified 
the detective of the preliminary result discrepency.   
  
  
If you need additional information please let me know. 
  
Bill Gibbens, Manager 
Forensic Science Division  
Austin Police Department 
  
  
From: Debbie Stephens [mailto:stephensdeb@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2012 7:05 AM 
To: Buddy Meyer; Robitaille Lynn 
Subject: Additional Information for APD Complaint 
  
Mr. Meyer, 
  
I have provided additional information to ASCLD/LAB related to violations 
committed at the APD Laboratory.  I have attached a copy for your review 
as well.  I will also provide a copy to Texas Forensic Science Commission 
Legal Counsel, Lynn Robitaille. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Debbie 
 

mailto:stephensdeb@yahoo.com






City of Austin
Found by Congress, Republic of Texas, J 839
Forensic Science Services Division
POBox 689001 Austin, Texas 78768-9001
512-974-5150

February 7,20112

Lynn Robitaille
Legal Counsel
Texas Forensic Science Commission
1700 North Congress Ave, Suite #445
Austin, Texas 78701

Greetings;

On January 5,2011 I was informed that Ms. Stephens has filed a complaint (see attached) with
the Travis County District Attorney's office regarding unqualified laboratory management and
reports being released before analysis was conducted. The District Attorney's office has
requested that Texas DPS look into these allegations. Pat Johnson, Laboratory Director for DPS
looked at the documentation furnished by Ms. Stephens and concluded that there was insufficient
documentation to prove or disprove many of her statements. The District Attorney's office
requested that Texas DPS review a list of 23 cases that Ms. Stephens provided to them as proof.

Issue #1 - Unqualified Management

The Austin Police Department laboratory has gone through two on site inspections by
ASCLD/LAB, the initial accreditation in 2005 and the subsequent renewal inspection in 2010. In
both reports there were no findings that the laboratory management was unqualified (see
attachments). As for not being scientists, laboratory management does come from a recognized
discipline, which is crime scene and latent print analysis. The laboratory manager is currently
proficiency tested in the bloodstain pattern discipline and conducts casework in this area. The
Laboratory Assistant Manager is proficiency tested and conducts casework in latent print analysis.

Issue #2 - Unsupported Results

Background Information:

• From 2008 until October 15, 2010 the Chemistry lab issued preliminary findings to narcotics
detectives on subjects that had been arrested on drugs of which they could not test in the field
or needed a weight to determine penalty group. According to CCP Art. 17.033. RELEASE ON
BOND OF CERTAIN PERSONS ARRESTED WITHOUT A WARRANT, the detectives only
have 24 hours to file charges on a misdemeanor and 48 hours to file charges on a felony
before the subject is released. On weekends and holidays when time is a factor, the on-call
chemist is called in to perform initial testing on a sample in order to meet the detective's
needs. A preliminary result was issued to the detective at that time and during the following
work week the entire case was completed and the final report was issued.

• On October 15, 2010 the section SOP changed to eliminate this preliminary testing
procedure. The on-call chemist is still required to perform this function, but they are now
required to perform a full analysis on the drug in question, perform administrative review and

AN ASCLDILAB ACCREDITED LABORATORY SINCE 2005



issue a fJal report to the detective. Subsequent testing on any additional items of evidence is
performed the following week and a second final report is issued.

Internal Findings Regarding Complaint:

After reCeiVingjthe list of cases from the District Attorney's office through Texas DPS the Quality
Assurance Manager pulled all hardcopy and electronic case files. In reviewing the case files it
was determined:
• If there was instrumental analysis conducted on the case, the documentation shows that the

analysis was performed before the preliminary results were released.
• There are severat cases in which the analysts performed spot testing and weights and hand

noted the results at that time. The analyst was unable to complete the documentation
electronically until the original report was transcribed by our Reports Section, which was
typically the next work weekday. Those results were documented in the electronic notes the
day of the final analysis and the handwritten notes were destroyed. It was not until
approximately October of 2010 that it was determined that the notes in the LlMS system was
not reflective of the actual date the spot tests and weights were obtained, but rather the date
they were entered into the LlMS system. Policies were changed at that time to eliminate
preliminary results and currently a full analysis is conducted on the questioned items with a
final report issued to the officer. Full case analysis is then completed the next work week.

• With the exception of one case, the preliminary analysis released matched the results on the
final report. The one case was identified upon final analysis two days after the preliminary
results as an error and a corrective action report documents that incident. The indication to
the officer on the preliminary result was "no controlled substance was detected", which is the
same result as reported in the final result.

I have reviewed the letter submitted to the Travis County District Attorney's office by Mr. Pat
Johnson and our laboratory agrees that we were not meeting the documentation guidelines with
the system utilized before October of 2010. In October of 2010 policies were changed to
eliminate this issue and the current policy is that a full analysis is conducted on the items in
question and a final report is issued to the investigators awaiting information to file charges.

I have previously provided a synopsis of each case outlining the timeline as well as the supporting
analysis documentation for each case in question.

If you need additional information please contact me.

Sincerely,

Wditm~
William Gibbens, Manager
Forensic Science Services
Austin Police Department
(512) 974-5118

AN ASCLD/LAB ACCREDITED LABORATORY SINCE 2005
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City of Austin
Found by Congress, Republic of Texas, 1839
Forensic Science Services Division
POBox 689001 Austin, Texas 78768-9001
512-974-5150
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February 15, 2012

Mr, Ralph Keaton
ASCLD/LAB
130 J Technology Dr
Garner, NC 27529

Greetings;

On February 6,2012 the laboratory was notified by ASCLD/LAB of the receipt of two allegations
against the Austin Police Department's Forensic Laboratory. The first was the re-opening of the
Deb Stephens complaint and the second was a complaint, consisting of three incidents, initiated
by Integrated Forensic Laboratory concerning the below listed cases. The following is the
laboratory's position on each IFL complaint for your review.

Issue #1 - Lab #10-12068

From the Complaint: "I've include a pdf copy of our case file, In brief, Austin PD originally analyzed
the evidence in October 2010 and found 1524 grams of material containing cocaine. For
unknown reasons, the evidence was re-analyzed in August 2011 and found to be 8,65 grams of
material containing benzoylecgonine (a metabolite of cocaine). We have not been told why the
case was re-analyzed.
During research, I did determine that it is possible for cocaine to metabolize into benzoylecgonine,
if the material is not dried properly during manufacturing. It should be noted that the original
analyst's notes indicated the sample was moist. However, the sample lost 43% of its mass (6.59
grams) during storage. This cannot be explained by the chemical reaction of cocaine. I was
extremely concerned that either material containing cocaine could have leaked and contaminated
other samples, or significant amounts of evidence has been lost. I believe that most laboratories
would treat this with a Significant investigation and document through corrective action reports.
As part of my subpoena request, I asked for all corrective actions, direct or indirect, generated in
relation to this case. Austin PD crime lab reported that no corrective actions were generated.
Our subsequent analysis of the evidence revealed, of course, benzoylecgonine, but also cocaine.
Upon review of the second Austin examination (August 2011), it was determined that they did find
cocaine and compared to a standard, yet still did not report the presence.
Ultimately, I received authorization from the client attorney to discuss this case with Austin PD
crime lab, On December 13', 2011, I spoke with Tony Arnold about the issues above. I sent Mr.
Arnold a copy of our case file. While Mr. Arnold expressed concern over the information I gave
him, I have not been provided any additional information".

Response:
This case involves the submission of crack cocaine rocks for analysis. The lab received the
evidence from the Evidence Control Section on September 29, 2010. At the time of the analysis
records indicate that the sample was moist upon receipt. The evidence was analyzed and a
report issued indicating a weight and the presence of cocaine. The evidence was then submitted
to the Evidence Control Section where it was stored in ambient temperature storage for
approximately one year.
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In August of 2011 a request was received by the Evidence Control Section to allow viewing of the
evidence by defense council. When the sample was pulled for defense attorney viewing, it was
observed that the rocks had degraded. Chemistry section staff was notified of the condition of the
sample at which time it was released back to the laboratory for re-analysis. Upon the lab
obtaining the evidence the analyst described in his case notes the sample as a "brown liquid
sludge" and there was no compromise of the packaging noted. The analysis was conducted and
it was determined that the sample was comprised primarily of cocaine breakdown product. It was
also noted that there was a considerable weight loss to the item from the initial analysis. Based on
prior lab experience and DEA published data no corrective action was taken as degradation and
Significant weight loss of a sample in this condition was not unexpected. The analyst reported the
final analysis as Benzoylecgonine, which is a degradation product of cocaine. Also noted was a
trace of cocaine but the supporting secondary data required by chemistry protocols could not be
obtained, therefore, the cocaine was not reported.

Attached is the case folder to include the referenced DEA publication and chemistry laboratory
policy on required analytical techniques for your review.

Issue #2 -lab #10-13202

From the Complaint: "Immediately after finishing the above case, we received another case
reported by Austin PD. We have been told that Austin PD reported this as material other than
marihuana containing THC. In Texas, this is a PG1 group and carries a stiff penalty compared to
marihuana, a PG3 group. Before reporting "material other than marihuana", it must be very careful
to clearly establish that the sample is NOT marihuana. It should have little to none of botanical
characteristics of marihuana. On re-examination of this case, we determined that the material
was comprised almost entirely of cystolithic trichomes, non-cystolithic trichomes, and glandular
trichomes. In other words, this sample was simply compressed siftings of marihuana and not
"material other than marihuana". I have included one of the photomicrographs we took of the
material; I can send more if you desire. I am concerned that the evidence was not properly
examined at the Austin lab. Unfortunately, IFL did not receive permission to discuss this case with
Austin PD until only recently. I will defer to ASCLD/LAB before I contact Austin PD again".

Response:
Mr. Fazio makes the following statement; "Before reporting "material other than marihuana", it
must be very careful to clearly establish that the sample is NOT marihuana. It should have little to
none of botanical characteristics of marihuana." Our laboratory agrees with that statement,
however, after receiving the complaint, the APD laboratory supervisor re-examined the sample
and concurs with the initial finding of our analyst. Based on our attached procedures and SOP's
we are confident that the botanical characteristics are not present in this sample in a sufficient
quantity to report the sample as marihuana. As a result our laboratory reported THC as
prescribed by our current policy.

Attached is the case folder, chapters of the chemistry section SOP and procedure manual
pertaining to this case for your review.

Issue #3 -lab #09-12695

From complaint: "IFL received a court-ordered request to re-weigh a large number of MDMA
tablets. However, Austin PD sent only % of the tablets. Austin PD claimed that their policy was to
retain % of the exhibit, in case there was a disagreement between the defense lab and their own.
However, they have not consistently applied this policy with the two other cases described above.
IFL was unable to complete the case for the defense".

Response:
The lab was notified of the court order in June of 2011. The sample was obtained from the
Evidence Control Section and was divided by the analyst and sent to IFL July 8, 2011. Ron Fazio
contacted the lab on July 26, 2011 requesting the remaining half of the sample. He was advised
of our policy and stated he would get with the defense attorney to remedy the issue. On July 26,
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2011 the lab discussed the lab's procedures with the prosecutor. She advised that the matter
would be addressed with the Judge. On August 4, 2011 the laboratory received word from the
prosecutor that the Judge had ruled that Integrated Forensics must come to APD in order to
weigh the retained sample. Integrated Forensics never traveled to Austin to perform the weighing
that we are aware of.

Laboratory Management discussed this issue with Buddy Meyer, First Assistant Prosecutor for the
Travis County District Attorney's office. Because the laboratory followed protocol and the fact that
the Judge's ruling supported that the outside testing facility must conduct total weight
determination in Austin, he agrees with the laboratory that there is no cause for complaint. Future
discussion will be held with the Travis County District Attorney's office to review the policy in total
and make modifications if deemed necessary.

Mr. Fazio's complaint also states that the laboratory is inconsistent with regards to application of
our outside testing policy. He states that in two of the three cases cited above, the total sample
was released. Integrated Forensics received representative samples from both lab case #09-
12695 and #10-13202. The only case in which the total sample was submitted was lab #10-
12068. This was determined as the best course of action on this case due to the degradation of
the sample.

Attached are the policies in place for the laboratory on the release of narcotics evidence for
outside testing and the case folder which includes the email communications between the
laboratory and the prosecutor's office.

The Austin Police Department welcomes an audit of our Chemistry Section if you deem that a
proper course of action.

If you need additional information please contact me.

Sincerely,

Forensic Science Services
Austin Police Department
(512) 974-5118
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Substance Analyzed

APD 
Reported 
Sample

APD After 
Analysis 
Weight in 

grams
NMS Controlled Substance 

Examination Performed NMS Result

L0900062 5.1 2009-21587 Alprazolam (5 tablets) 1.30 g 1.03

GC/MS and Pharmaceitical 
Identification

Confirmed as containing Alprazolam

6 2009-21587 Cocaine .03g 0.02

Microchemical Color Examination 
and GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

L0900078 1.1 2009-22707 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine .26g 0.17

GC/MS and GC/Flame Ionization 
Detection

Confirmed as containing 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine 
(MDMA) and 3,4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA)

L0905372 2.1.1 2009-1082305 Codeine (purple syrup) 44.74 38.88

GC/MS and GC/Flame Ionization 
Detection

Confirmed as containing Promethazine and Codeine

2.2.1 2009-1082305 Codeine (red liquid - soda) 301.77 291.3
GC/MS and GC/Flame Ionization 
Detection

Confirmed as containing Promethazine and Codeine

2.3.1 2009-1082305 Codeine (pink liquid - soda) 796.68 775.4
GC/MS and GC/Flame Ionization 
Detection

Confirmed as containing Promethazine and Codeine

L0908887 1 2009-1782011 Dihydrocodeinone (liquid) 7.07g 3.24

GC/MS and GC/Flame Ionization 
Detection

Confirmed as containing Hydrocodone

L0915854 1 2009-3242070
Phencyclidine (in volatile liquid) check to see 
if still liquid .42g 0.37

Comparative  Thin Layer 
Chromatography and GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Phencyclidine (PCP)

Microchemical Color Examination, Confirmed as containing Cocaine

APD Retest Comparison Chart

L1001183 1.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 13.65 13.2
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

2.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 27.61 27.17
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

3.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 27.58 27.35
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

4.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 27.75 27.66
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

5.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 27.67 27.58
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

6.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 13.89 13.56
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

7.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 27.79 27.57
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

8.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 27.68 27.28
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

9.1 2010-301866 Cocaine 13.8 13.51
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

10.1 Cocaine 27.63 27.38
Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Cocaine

11.1 Codeine and Promethazine (liquid)  114.54 106.21

Comparative Thin Layer 
Chromatography, GC/MS, and 
GC/Flame Ionization Detection 

Confirmed as containing Promethazine and Codeine
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L1002829 4 2010-720452 Dimetehyltryptamine .29g 0.19

Microchemical Color Examination, 
Comparative Thin Layer 
Chromatography, and GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Dimethyltryptamine (DMT)

5.1 2010-720452
3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine            
(5 capsules) .37g 0.3

Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS and GC/Flame Ionization 
Detection

Confirmed as containing 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine 
(MDMA), 3,4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA) and 
Dimethyltryptamine (DMT)

L1006342 1 2010-1492152 Phencyclidine (in volatile liquid)  1.95g 0.98

Comparative  Thin Layer 
Chromatography and GC/MS

Confirmed as containing Phencyclidine

L1008571 1 Dimethyltryptamine (Liquid) 2.28 2.28

Comparative Thin Layer 
Chromatography and GC/MS

Confirmed as containing N, N-Dimethyltryptamine

2 Dimethyltryptamine (Liquid) 0.09 0.09

GC/MS, Comparative Thin Layer 
Chromatography

Confirmed as containing N, N-Dimethyltryptamine

3 Dimethyltryptamine (Liquid) 0.91 0.91

Comparative Thin Layer 
Chromatography, GC/MS

Confirmed as containing N, N-Dimethyltryptamine

4 Dimethyltryptamine (Liquid) 1.28 1.28

Comparative Thin Layer 
Chromatography, GC/MS

Confirmed as containing N, N-Dimethyltryptamine

y yp ( q )

5 Dimethyltryptamine (Liquid) 0.3 0.3
Comparative Thin Layer 
Chromatography, GC/MS

Confirmed as containing N, N-Dimethyltryptamine

6.1 Dimethyltryptamine (powder) 491.73 491.73

Microchemical Color Examination, 
Comparative Thin Layer 
Chromatography, and GC/MS

Confirmed as containing N, N-Dimethyltryptamine

L1012349 3.1 2010-2751905 Amphetamine (4 tablets) .93g 0.69

GC/MS and Pharmaceitical 
Identification

Confirmed as containing Amphetamine

L1001185 2.1 2010-301586
3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine            
(24 tablets) 7.24g 6.83

Microchemical Color Examination 
and GC/MS

Item 1 - Confirmed as containing 3,4-
Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA); Item 2 - Confirmed as 
containing 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA)

L1006319 1.1.1 2010-1482493
3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine            
(8.5 tablets) 2.07g 1.97

Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS and GC/Flame Ionization 
Detection

Confirmed as containing 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine 
(MDMA) and 3,4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA)
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1.2.1 2010-1482493
3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine            
(4 tablets) .96g 0.87

Microchemical Color Examination, 
GC/MS and GC/Flame Ionization 
Detection

Confirmed as containing 3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine 
(MDMA) and 3,4-Methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDA)
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